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INTRODUCTION

1

American education in the past decade has been characterized by the

increasing educational effort of,the federal government. Recent commis-

s.ions on national goals have usUally included a list of goals in educa-

ion. For example, in the report of President Eisenhower s Conimission

on NatioAal Goals presented in 1960 the education goals were rigorously

efined in such a way that the federal goverment was to be a partner in

thepublic education effort. To meet this requirement, federal legisla-

tion has been passed to form a.series of 'federal education acts.

Concurrent with the federal activity in.public education there

h'ave been groups of educators who were aware of difficurAes within

their area of specialty and created,programs to improve public education.

An example is the School:Mathematics Study Group (SMSG), atoject funded

by the National Science Foundation, which worked on the improvement of

the wholOvmathematics curriculum for.the purpose of improving the mathe-

matics knowledge for the widest possible group of students.

Mhny other 'groups of professionals in education have been aware of

the wide gap between wriat is and what could be achieved in education in

OUT public schools. These groups have continued to express their collec-

tive concern on a larger audienCe. They have recognized the following:

There.are stated goalS. for public education.

Thefe is a rather good possibility for goal
. achievement.,

There exists a difference betrmen the aCtual
and the possible in education.

There arc limited resources available for a local
school agency to materially rdduce the difference.
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There exists the po5..sibility,of applying a well
developed solution for one locial(school agency to
similar difficulties in other 'school agencies.

The stated concerns of these groups of educators have found their

way to foundations and to concerned public officials in the state and

federal.government. Goal setting at the federal level and the work done

by educqtLion groups at lower levels has resulted in federal legislation

to provide' the funds to work.toward the solution of the recognized educa-

tional problems. As a result, project proposals, 'experimentation, and

curriculum revision groups have been founded. The event of the launching

of the Russian SputnA and the criticisms of influential persons, Admiral

Rickover for one, have added a sense of urgency to .the effort.
lb

There is a need for elements of management discipline in the lochl

schools. Because public funds are' involved and accouptability is neces-

saiyin public funds, the problem of designing, administering

ahd evaluating a federal, state, or locally funded project becomes a con-

cern at federal,,state, and local educfltional levels. In this regard the

role of educational project manager needs to be defined and a. group of

people need to become experience-d in this role. Because of the increasingi

number.of projects in education, the expanding nature of projects now.in

existence, and rising cost of the total effort, competent educational proj-

ect managers need to be recruited and trained in the role,

The need for,a mca'e comprehensive approach to innning and controlling

projects in the educational environment is established by the observation

that.this type of activity in education is: (a) beComing both more.complex

and larger, (131) calling for greater allocations of money, and (c) continu--

ing for longer periods of time. The concept of project management ,as a dis-

8



--Lcipline is lir making its crut- the educational environment. The dis-

cipline has gronw out of milkiary and industrial needs and is barelyrfif-

lc teen years old.

4 In order to help meet the need for public schoorveisonnel trained in

project management, Research for Better -Schools,,Inc. of Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania has developed self-instructional materills in the area of 'edu-

catiOnal project management. These materials are described below.

1. Executive Orientation. This module is designed to introduct top-

level admdnistration to the concepts of project, management, and project

management.. Topics such as the advantages and limitations of project man-

agement and the reqlrements and organization of a project management

system in a lodal eduCation agency (LEA) are emphasized.

2. Bdsic Principles and Techniques of Project Management. This module

designed for.acting or potential project directors in a local school diS.-

trict and covers the four major phases'of project management: project plan!-

ning, implementation, monitoring and control and termination.

3. Proposal Development. This module is designed to assist local

school district personnel in the development'of project proposals and covers

such topics as translating an idea into a proposal, proposal formats, and

application procedures for funding and contractual arrangements.-
,

4. Case Simulation on 'Proect Management. Thi5 packaie'is designed

for use either independently or in conjunction with the Basic Principles and

Techniques of Projact Management module. .
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If }Rau desire moie information regarding these materials, \Amite to:

Research for Better Schools, Inc.
Suite 1700
1700 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

GOALS

The purpose of this module is to provide an orientation' to project

management for top-level-administrators in local education agencies. The

goals of the module are:

1: to provide top-level administrators with basic knowledge of the
project management process.

2. to inform tbp-level administrators of the benefits of the pro-
. ject management approach for a local school district. .

3. to acquaint'top-level administrators with the kind of'support
and assistance that they and functional departments need to
provide the project manager and the on-going project operations.

4

,to inform" top-).evel administrators where additional information
and.assistance regarding Project management and its implementa-:

:tion into local education agencies may be found.

LESSON CONTENT

The goals of this module are accomplished by means of four

lessons entirled Building Conviction Organizational Structuring, Th Life

Cycle of a Project, and Securing Mbre. Information.. In-lesson one the Char-

acteristics of a project and pYoject management are defined; examples of

project management in,the mintary, industry, government, and education are

cited; and the advantages and limitations of project management in local
I

.education agencies are discussed. In lesson two the organizational pla.ce-

ment of projects in local education agencies is presented, the requirements

for incorporating proj'ect management capability in local education agenc.ies
. \ .

.40



is discussed, and an outline plan for insialling project management capability

Is presentedo. In-lesson three the guidance necessary in ppnning a project 'is

identified, possible assistance required during project operations is cited, and

potential sources of functional conflict are discussed. ,In lesson four sources

of additional information and assistance on project management are provided.

1.
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MODULB ELME=

you should have received the following materials. 'Check to see tat

\.

you have them.before'proceeding with .00,, lessims,

1P \

A. Mbdule monual for Module 1--Executive Orientaffon
. .. f.

B. Four lesson booklets enti.tled:

1. Building Convijtion

2. Organizational Structuring

6

3. Deyeloping an Awareness of.Project Operations
. .

4. Securing More Information..

. -

A se of,.Color slides containin$ a group of slides koi'é4c11 of
the fOur :lessons identified Move:

. :Four cassette tapes containing the narratives tO accompany.
.

.

.each Of the lesson slide presentations.

You will need
,

the-folldwing equipment in order tO complete the lessonS:

A.: Cassette tape reorder

a

B. darousel slide projector
1

C. Viewing soeeen

D. Pencil.

1:11

F. Chalk board, chalk, and.pointer, or overhead projector, c;ear
overlays, arid grease ,pencir(for use by groups-ofpeople-com- .

pletingthe lessons concurrently--optional.for.individual cam-
pletion of lessons). .

,

,EVALUATIONPSYSTEM

,Various evaluationinstruments'ar6 interspersed throughout this module

manual and the four lessdns, Together these instruments form an evaluation

system whose purposes are to sensitize tHe.learner, to provide ihe learner

with a measiire of his lesson entry level and knowledge-gained. from the lessons',

and to provide the lesson material developers with'valuable information for
. -..

.
,

,

the revision and improvement of the lessons.
,

12
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?
- The-"Student Informittion Form" provides the lesspn materials developers

.
! 4f

withidata to help identify thp student population usitig the ,ffiaterials.% This /

00

form'is NOT used to ide.ntify indiViduals. The "Module 1--Pretest" sensitizes
lc

the learner, provides him with a measure of his entry level; and serves as a

basis for estImdting the knowledgegained by the learner from completing the

entire set of lessbns. The "Mbdule 1--Post-Test" provides ihe learner with a

sr

meagure of his post-module achievement level and provides a basis for esti-
a

mating the,knowledgp gained bY the learner from completi4g1Module 1. The

.1Tesson Quality Control Forms" found in the lessons proVide information to

the lesson materials developers, necessary for the revision.and improvement
;

"of specific lessons in the Modul. The "Module 1--Quality Control Form"

provides information for the revision and improvement-pf the module as a
364ii

whole, Your careful tonsideraiion in completing the'evaluation system forMs

will be greatly appreciated:

, STUDFNI. FLOW

The puriOb of this section is to present the path of student flow or

passage through thp instructional module. To help ciarify this, a fibw

chart reflecting how you should wOrk throughlthe instructional materials is

presented on page eight (8) as Figure 1. _A brief description of the sections

associated with the numbered rectangels in Figure 1,is given below.
4

1.1' Introduction--sets the instructional module in the educational
setting.

1.2 Goalg--presents you with the instructionaLtoals of the module.

1.3 'Lesson Content--briefly describes the content.of the four lessons.

1.4 Module Elementsbriefly describes the elements or components of
the entire instructional module. ,

1.5 Evaluation System--identifies the various evaluation instruments
of fhe module and indicates the purpose of each:

13 ,
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1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
Start Introduction Goals Lesson Module Evaluation

Content Elements System

- >
1.6

Student
Flow

1.7

i.pirections

1.8

Pre-
Evaluation

1.9

:Lessons

1.10

Post-
Evaluation

1;11

Termination
Instructions

1.12,

. Glossary
1.13.

Annotated
Bibliography

s

1.14
Technical
Assistance
Agencies

Figure I. Studerit Flow Chart
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1.6 Student Flowillustrates and describes the path you should fol-
low fh working through this instructional module.

1.7 Directionsgives directions or recommendations regarding how
both iAdividuals and _groups can make effective use of these
instructional materials.

-1.8 Pre-Evalu-atiOn--consists.of the Student Information Foreand
the Module.1--Pretest that fall should complete prior.to begin-
ning the lessons.

1.9 Lessons--consist of the four lesson6 entitled Building Conviction,
Organizational Structuring, Developing an Awareness of Project
Operations, and Securing More Information whichwou should com-
,plete sequentially.

1.10 Post-Evaluation--ctinsists of the Module 1--QUality Control Form
and ModulePost-jest that you should complete after lesson num-
ber four.

1.11 TerMination Instructions--provides you with directions for dis-
posing of the lesson materials and mailing the Student Informa-
tion Form, Lesson Quality Control Forms, and Module 1--Qpality
Control Form 'back to the instructional materials developers.

1.12 Glossary--consists.of a glossary of terms relevant teeduca-
tional project management which is included for your reference.

1.13 Annotated Bibliography--consists of an annotation of six primary
references in the area of project management which-is-included
for your reference.

1.14 Assitance Agencies--identifies nine agencies to which you may
want to:write for addilional information or assistance regarding
project management and its implementationo

DTECTIONS

This instructional module is designed to be self-instructional. That'

is, an individual learner can work through the materials independent of

anyone else. However, these instructionaL.materials_can be adapted for-u.Se

, by a group of learners. If you use these matekials in a group setting, it

is suggested that you follow the recommendations below.

1. Provide each learner witH a module manual and four'lesson booklets.
f.

2. Have each learkier read and complete the Module Manual and the intro-
ductory sections of each lesson.
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3. Bring the group of learners together fo'r the slide-tapepresen-
tation of each lesson.

4, Lead the group or appoint lead them in the discus4ion
of the discussion'questions imediately following the end of the
slide-tape Oesqntation. The discussion questions appear in the
lesson booklets atter the lesson narraXive... The grOup leader

-may find it desirable to sumMarize discussion poisnts on a Chalk1

board or screen uith an overhead projector as:the group attempts
to obtain consehsus of opinion on fhe questions.

5. At the conclusion of the group discussion, direct everyone to
complete the Lesson Quality Control Form in th4r lesson booklet
before proceeding tO the next lesson.

6.. Follow the Lesson and Mbdule TerminatiOP Instructions and mail
the blue Student Information Form, Lesson Quality Control Forms,
and Mbdule Quality Control Form- as a group.

It is intended that the content of each lesson be presented with slides

and tapes regardless of whether the module is used inciependently by an indi-

vidual learner or by a group of learners, it is possible, however, for you

fo choose one of the following options for receiving lesson content.

1. Read the lesson narrative incirded in each lesson booklet.

2. LiSten to the lesson tape.-

3. Read the lesson narrative and listen to the tape simultaneously.

4. Read the lesson narrative and view ithe slide presentation together.

5. Read the lesson narrative, listen'to tilt tape, and viewthe slide
presentation together.

- If you choose one of these alternatives, he careful :Alen following the lesson

directions and be sure to complete all of the lesson materials. The lesson

directions are written with the assumption that you have chosen the preferred

Slide-tape presentation mode for receiving.lesson content.

Tat'n the page and comptete tite $tudent
InOmmation Foul.

117



Module -Student Information Form

V ction4: Ptea6e, take time to catte6u,tey 1ll6weiL the ,tteno below. Wute
th tazt Oak digits a.6 youit Sociat Secmity numben on the tine betow
Ao that the page6 can be identid in the event they become: 4epaitated

Thakk you: sott gowti. a4.6,i.Xance.

1. What is the title of your present position? (If graduate student,
indicate most recent full-time position).

I.

2. List three primary duties of your pr6sent position? (If graduate
studenTThdicate duties of most recent position).

a.

b.

3. flave you convicted any formal courses in management or project
management?

Yes 1:3 No

4. If yes, briefly describe the content of these courses.

e,

5. Have you had any previous practical experience utilizing project
management techniques? (For example, in federally funded projects)

Nb such experience
Yes, have managed projects myself
Yes, have worked on projects which used it.
Other (Describe)
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12,

rze.e in the (a6t 60(.U/t dqtt o6 youit SecwiLiy numbeh

6. How long have you been associated with theSe.projects?
-

/ 0 Less ,than 2 years 0 6-9 years

0 3:5 yeai.s

/,,

0 10 years or more

*

Tuitn th.e page and comptite the
pketezt.



Module 1--Pretest

,,,,"r;r1r 7': '''":Virr.t1-1

(JVf
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+ I.

Ditections:. Betow ate tizted eteven betiaviotat objectiveo Ok th,Ls insttuc.-
. .

tionat modutt. Fot edch o4 the, objective4 Listed, c;iith.te the hesponse at
the night which best teptesents yoat eatimation o4 !pun abitity to pek4o4m
that teat at this moment. We the 4ottowir1j 64 -in makking gout tesponsez.

1 . 1 dan accomptiA this task vet wett.
2 . 1 can'aecomptah la.6 6a411.9 w )

3 '. 1 pubabty coutd not do th46 adequaU1y.
4 . 1 coatd not6 tha at att.

No. Objectives 6 Responses

I Define the concepts of project and project management.

2 State the relationship of general manageMent princi-
ples to project management.

*14,

3 Cite examples of how the project management system can
be and has been used successfully in industry and gov-
ernment.

4 Cite examples;of how the'project management system can
be and has been used successfully in the field of edu-
cation.

S State important advantages and limitations of using a
project management approath.

State where project management as a discipline can
assist in local education agency (LEA) operations.

'Create a plan,for implementing a project management
system into,at least one aspect of a given LEA situa-
tion.

8 Cite the specific information and guidance input
needed to aid the project,director in the planning
and operation of a project.

Cite potential conflicts existing between the LEA'
structure and project activity which crosses function
organizational lines.

zo

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
-4NA.,,,w

1 2 3 4

3, 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

2 3 4

1

f"
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. .-
,

No. Nectiv4-
,

.

..10 State the support and assistance which.could aid
the project di/4ector in solyAg Otential conflict.

11 State Iodations where infafmation and help is avail-

../

able for assispance in project. management.

14

ResPonSO:

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Dinectionz: You aAe. now neady to
begin the tioun. tes.son4 o the E4cu-
title Otientation Modute. Find the
6iut teszon, Buitdind Conviction,
hnd begin Aeading the intAoductony
zection4.

P 21



, Mbdule 1--Post-Test

ls .

Ditection4: LiSted betob aAe_the eteetn oUjectiveS this instAuctionat
.modute. At the beginning soli the tessions, you Locke asked to estimateLyouk
abitity to pet4okm each. Now you ake to make two estimations: FiA41,
te-estimate youk abitity to pektidkm each task be6ote compteting this
instAuctionat. modute, -i.e., indicate how you nav Okew youk pte-instuction
abiUties. Second,'cikcte the.tesponse that honesents. yout estbration
o6 youk abitity to pet6on.m thdt task nay, Weft compteting the Insthuci
tionat moduee. Use the Ottowing key:

1 . I can accomptish tha taskovet wete.
2 I can accomptish this 6aik.4 w
3 . I pkobabtpcoutd not do th,Zs.adequatety.
4 = r cowed not do this at att.

, Response&
Before After

No. Objectives Instruction Instruction

1 Define the concepts of project and 1 2f 3 4 1 2 3 4

project management.

2 State the relationship of general man- 1 2 3 4

agement principles to project management.

3 Cite examples of how the prOect manage-. 1

ment system can be and has been used
successfully in industry and govarnment.

.3 4

1 2 3 4-

4 Cite examples of how the project manage- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

ment system can be and has been used
successfully in the.field'of education.

,
State important advantages and limita- 2a

r
1 2 3 4

tions of using a project m4nagement
approach:

.
.

6 State where-project managementas a dis- 1 2 3 4. 3

ciPline can assist in local. education -.

agency (LEA) operations.

7 Create a'plan for implementing a proj- 1 2-

ect management system intq at least'one
aspect of a given LEA operatiori.

8 Cite the specific inf6rmation and .

guidance input needed to aid the projr
ect ditector in the-planning and opera-
tion of a projeCt.'

'1 2 3 4 1 2

3 4



No. Objectives

.e

16

Respohses
Before . After

Instruction InstruCtion

9 Citepotehtial conflicts wasting .1 2 3 4

between 'the Lylik structureihnd project

activity which crosses function organi-
zational lines.

10 , State the support and assistance which . 1

could aid the project director in solving
potential conflict.

11 State locations where iniormafion and
help is available for assistance in
project management.

1 2

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

. . .

TuitAthe page and comptete.the
Quatity-Contkot Fokm.
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Mbdule 1Quality Control Form

6

17.

rn I
Vi4ection4: Pteaze_tahe time to nteOtty anueek the itemz

az Apecic and tholtbugh az you coil in pkoviding,comment4
tiok kevioing and impkoving the modute.

oul. 4
suggestionz

A

Pee:az unite the taot liouk o6 yOuA Sociat Sewity numbek. on

tine betow zo that the pagez can. be ident4i.ed in tke event theylbecome

4epatated

Thank you On you azz,i.ztance.

1. Indicate your overall impression of the quality oi this module?

['Excellent CIVerY good Ogood OFair (11P0,or

2. What is the most positive aspect of this module?

3. What is the most negative aspect of this module?

4: What suggestions do you'have for correcting or improving'this
negative aspect?

y

S. How well are the lessons-o ganized an4 sequenced?'

0 Excellently Dv,rweii Elwell Fairly mell Poorly
.4

24
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18

Fi.et in the tast youit Soe1cA SecuALty rumba

6. How difficult is the module?

:Tery difficult

10 Moderately difficult

0. Difficult

1:3 Somewhat. difficult

a iath6 ea..§y

1, 4
V.e

What is your impreion Qf the quality'.of the module

0 Excellent -, Vely good OG0Qd Fair

8. For how many lessons did you 'view the
et ,

0 None 13 I 0 2

44,

/slide 4pe preenta ion.4*(te? -4s \.
,A. =

0 3 0 4

9. Indicate how helpful the slide/tape presentgions if:ere in the instruc21,*
tional kocess for the. 1.pssons -that you vieWed them?

0 Extremely helpful

CI Very helpful

1:3 Qite helpful

0 Somewhat helpful

0 Not helpful

e:

4.

Ron -the page and iottow the, TeNninati.on
Inist,tuctionz.

25
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"PrA"':- r.'"' Ns"

(

Mbdule 1--Termindtion Instructiori§

.1
) 4'

'11°11*Itt.f." °VIP "1.1.4 ".
ritri?!f,N.NA 1a,

,.%, Kr:,.r, rCr;r"..."1V=4V.,

.

.
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Module 1--A Selected Glossary of*
-Project Mhnagenikant-Related Concepts

ACTION, ALTERNATE, COURSE OF (ALTERNATIVE)

A proposed management action that may be selectdd-foriMplemen-

tation to correct a deviation.

ACTION, CORRECTIVE

.
Management action that can be implempnted to correct the cause of

a deviation, .

# ACTION,,ADAPTIVE -

a

Mhnagement action that can be implqmented to minimize the effect_

of a course df action if the cause cannot be corrected.

A&INISTRATION

4'
A, process involving the execution of management decisions within'

an organizational framework utilizing pre-estabtished rules for

decision-making.

''ANALYSIS

The process of'''breaking a total into if constituent parts and
ekamining these pRrts to determine their nature, proportion, function,

and interrelationships.

eANALYSIS, POTENTIAL PROBLEM

The analysis of problems that may QC= when a selected course

of action is implemented. It involves identifying potential problems,
461-mining-their possible cause and the probability of its occurrence,

'Ide;t,ermining,the action, to prevent.the cause or to minimize its effect,

2e,deve1oping.a.procedure for, handling the most serious problems if

they occut.
0

^AUTHIORITY

a.

,

The right to act, to make &cisions,, or,to command others.

BUDGET -

The expression in finamial terms Of management plans foi,funding

a project over a specifk time period.

i I
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CASE-SIMLATION

An exercise developpd from or expressing an actual condition
which is used, to illustrate, practice, or reinforce learned _principles
and skills.
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CONSEQUENCES - ay
..-

.,
.

The negative effects of implementing.% given course of action.
ft They should be identified and theyrobability of their occurrence should

be determined before fulli accepfing a- given course of action,:

CONTROL ,

Basically a problem-solving process involving three steps--problem
identificafion, problem solution and solution implementation; ill project .

management terms, deviation identification and analysis, decision-making
through alternative creation, and selection and alternative implementa-
tion.

,
COSTING- ONIT (OR (OST CENTER)

A, unit of work,usually a woa package or a specific fUnction or
task, around Which various costs are accumulated.

CRITICAL PATH

The longest or most time consuming pathway within a network of
various paths relating the activities required between the start and
finish of the project.

DECISION BOX

A donditio1,1 or point in a trocess where a choice is to be made
between two or more alternatives.

,DECISION; GO/140 GO'

The process utilized for accepting or requesting an alternative
course of action for consideration ifit Satisfies and,does not satisfy
the "needs" respectively.

DECISION-MAKING -

Identifying and selectilig from possible alternative courses of
action-the best possible

.

course of acti, on.

DETERMINISTIC SYSTEM

. The interaction of.the components of this kind of syStem, can be
pre4icted without risk of error if the facts or information Whidh the
system is required to handle are known. The outcome of a detellministic

28
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system is determined exclusively by the values of the.inpu(t and the

fixed process.

DEVIATION

A difference between a planned situation nd an actual situation,

a project management problem.

DEVIATION, CAUSE OF

The unplanned or unanticipated change,in thliproject that will

yield a deViation. The effect of a.cause is a defration.

DIRECTING -

Primarily a process of motivating employees to accomplish their

tasks. It requires-the establishment of an environment conducive to

accomplishing effort.

DIRECT COSTS

Costs for those resources obtained especially-for the activity

-or project tasks and necessary for its completion.

ENDS (RESULTS AND RESOURCES)
4

The first consideration and the objectives in decision-making.
The specification of what one wants to accomplish and the identifica-

tion of the resources that are to be utilized.

EVENT

A, definable point in time where soine action or activity begins

or ends. It is a recognizable instant in timeiwhich does not consume

time or resources. Usually identified in network managanent systems

by a circle.

EVENT-ORIENTED DIAGRAM

A chart which visually shows
of the various activities or tasks
project where the fact of start-or
by using a circle.

EXCEPTION PRINCIPLE

the interrelatedness dnd sequencq
necessary to the completion of a
finish of an activity is identified

Control by identifying only siinificant deviations at

pqints between "what is" and "what slould be" or Alarmed.

EVENDITURE. PLAN -

specified

A set of planned decisions concerned with financial outflow and

answering questions such g:
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Whht.is to be purchased?
When is the item to be ordered?
Where is the item to be'ptkchased?
What weekly or monthl), rate is to be iled for the item?
How is the item to be purchased?

GANTT CHART OR TASK-EVENT CALENDAR

2 3

A tool for planning work and relating activities to time or sched-,

ule. In a GANTT Chart, the horizontal axis represents time and the
vertical axis lists tasks or activities to be accomplished.

CWAR-UP PHASE 2

, The activities involved in the period after approval of the pro-
posal and before the project operational activity phase. Consists of
bringing together resources necessary to start the project operational
phase,. and identifying and establishing policy.and procedures, and
creating the project information,system.

GOAL ,

A broadly stated end point to be reached in the future. In the
project, a goal is a collective activity, identified as the end product,
and is at the top level of hierarchial work iveakdown structure.

A

GOAL ORTENTED,-'

Activity-that is aimed toward some defined goal.or end product.

HANDBOOK, PRbJECT

A formal or informal document tontaining basic information about
project goals and tasks, policy statements and"procedures guidelines,
organizational relationships, and similar items for use by project
manager and personnel in day-to-day operationS of the project.

HIERARCHIAL APPROACH

A ranging of systems by complexity from general to elementary
with the result that a hierarchihl diagram of the systems'and subsystems
resembles a Aree".

A ranging of objec ives from broad.to specific, with the assump-
tion that accomplishment f specified objectives will contribute to
the attainment of the next higher objective in the hierarchy..

HISTORY, PROJE.CT.-

TOptional informal rel3ort at end of prqject which reviews,and
summarized the major action of the project.

,

,
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INDIRECT COSTS'

Costs accounted to t; project:which are often pro-rated since

they cannot be adequately identified with a costing unit. Examples

are heat, electticity,'and other genqral facilitiQs which are sharod
with the organization in which the project is housed.

LEAD TIME

The time between the procurement or order of a resource and its

need or use in the accomplishment of' an activity.

"LrKES"

Those ends or decision-making objectives that are desirable fea-

tures that alternative courses of action may satisfy to some degree.

They are not absolutely necessary and can be ranked or weighed to estab-

lish their desirability.,

LIMITS

The allowable tolerance for acceptability of the standards speci-

fied for timq cdst and performance at project control points. Limits

may be either positive,or negative or both with respect to the standard

set.

MANAG IV I

The method of attaining.organizational goals by 1) developing

a plan; 2) arr4nging operations in conformity to the plan; and 3)

creating an environment which is favorable to the performances of the

people belonging to the organization. It is a process which,involves

a high degree of uncertainty and unprogrammed decision-making.

MEMORANDUM, CHANGE

A structured document utilizing project planning thinking to aid

in implementing a selected course of action and changes to the project.

MILESTONES,(MILESTONE EVENTS)

Important events identified in the work flow of a project such

that if not completed on time the project goal will not be attained

on schedule or possibly not achieved at all.

MISSION

A, mission is.composed of several tasks and is itself a sWo-goal.

A mission'is focused activity, or,package of work, using a limited

amount of project resources and staff at the middle level in the hier-

archial work breakdown structure.

111
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.

The estimated average time needed to complete an attivity based
upon some experirce with a similar activity.

'"NEEDS" k.

Those ends or decision-making objectives'that must absolutely
be satisfied by any acceptable course of action.

NETWORK (FLOW DIAGRAM OR WORK FLOW) -

Consists of interrelated activitie-and eVents which must be
accomplished to reach the project goal. The flow diagram shims the
planned sequences of accomplishment, interdependencies, and inter-
relationships of activities and events.

NOMINAL (CODING)

A classification of some entity into welI-defined physical cate-
gories where numerical attributes and order are not important to the
classification.

OBJECTIVE(S)

Statement which specify a desired outcome. The statement can
be one which includes a braod area of concern or need or it can specify
an extremely narrow concern. Goal, mission, and task statements attempt
to redefine objectives depending on the extent of concern from broadtto

9narrow.

OPTIMISTIC TIME fr

The time estimated for the completion of an activity when it is
assumed that everything will go extremely well.

ORGANIZING

The establishment of an integrated system of authority and respon-
sibility relationships in which the members know what their tasks are
and how they fit into the scheme and,have the requisite authority and .

responsibility to accomplish these tasks.

PHASE-OUT -
o

Closing out the project when the objective or end product is
realized or accomplished.

PLAN, IMPLEMENTATION

A structured document to aid the project manager to implement a
selewted course of action.

32 .
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PLANNING-

A process of determining objectives, defining and evaluating.

alternative courses of action, and selecting the course which will

most effectively and efficiently achieve the established obfectives.

POINT, PROCESS CONTROL

A monitoring point, calendar date, dollars allocated, and per-

formance standard, in the operational process of the project where one

can conveniently determine deviations to control the process.-

PROGRAM EVALUATION AND REVIEW TECHNIQUE (PERT) -

A management system for planning and controlling many activities

related to the accomplishment of an objective in a once-through effort.

pEssrwsrIc TIME,
-

The ttlilc).estimated for the completion of an activity when it

is assumed there will be difficulty. the task is uncertain, or there

is unfamiliarity with the task.

poucs?

_A poticy is a general statement or rule which guides or channels

, thinking In decision-making. It can be formally stated or a result or

practice over time.

PRINCIPLE OF EXCEPTION. (SEE.ALSO.EXCEPTION4PRINCIPLE)

Principle of management exception is a method of management

control by which only those.events and/or activities significantly

deviatmg from plan are brought to the attention of the manager for

action.

PROBAB I L I ST IC, SYSTIN

Thies statistical analysis of past behavior predict future

behavior. Less certaln predictions than that of a deterministic system.

However, more,svstems-can be described in,probabilistic terms than in

deterministic ones.

PROBLIN

Deviation from a plan or a variance between what is and what'iS

desired.

PROBLIM ANALY N -

The process of identifying and defining a deviation from plan

and determining its specific cause.
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PROCEDURE-

' "i"Y'`; ".

Guide to routine actions emphasizing a chronological sequence.
Practices which are so re-current and routine as to lend themselves

to formalized response.

PROGRAM-

A complex of policies, procedures, rules, tasks, resources, and
associated elements necessary to carry out a given course of action.

PRDGRAMMED DECISION -

\ Decisions which are basically repetitive, routine and procedural
and wilere the decision rule is pre-determined. .

PROJECT

A set,of interrelated and interdependent tasks that have to be
accomplished to reach an objective or objectives within time, cost,
and performance specifications and possessing a degree of uncertainty
of how to achieve the goal.

PROJECT INFORMATION BASE

A management information system consisting of planned cost,
schedule, performance data used to compare against actuals.

PROJECT DEFINITION

27.

A process which involves the development of explicit statement
of the project's ptimary objective goal and the'necessary sub-objectives
to reach the major goal. The development.of a work breakdown structure
is used as one technique in defining the project.

PROJECT MANAGER

The one individual who is responsible for the successful accom-
plishment of:a project.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT PHASESI-

. Planning .
Gear-up/ImplementationN

. Operational Control
Termination

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART -

*

Subdivision of major functions into,smaller supporting functions
with a delineation of speCific responsibilities and authority for or
at each level.

34
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PROJECT TRANSITION

The termination of the project where the results are phased into

operational use or into another project.

REPORT, FINAL
(-

dor

A formal report, usually required by the.contractor, which docu-

ments the efforts c.f.-the project in accomplishing its.goals and objec-

tives.

REPORT, PROGRESS

A report describing the p ogress of project titilizing the project

plan to indicate events and ities completed, to' describe the actiy

vities in progress and to reconsider the events and activities in the

future.

REPORT, STATUS

A report that indicates the current status of the project so

that one can compare it to the project plan.

REPORT, TOP MANAGEMENT

A report to top management for information on pioblem solution

in the projects containing the following items: description of the'

deviation, cause of the deviation, two or three alternative courses

of action, selected course of action, reasons for selection, and the

action implementation plan.

RESOURCE ALLOCATION

Translating an approved plan into a schedule by assigning resources

to accomplish the planned activities during a specific calendar period.

The process of applying resources toward the accomplishment of a plan,

procedure, policy, tactic, or strategy.

RESOURCE COMMONALITY TABLE

A shopping list prepared to identify the total required resources

for an activity after the resources had been leveled. It contains the

follcwing column headings:

1). Resource item description

2) Quantity required after leveling

3) The lead time required to obtain the resource

4) The Order date for procuring the resource-

RESOURCE LEVELING PROCESS

A process that deals with efficient resource allocations by

adjusting the time for scheiuling some activity such that a unit of i

Q
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resource (manpower, equipment, or material) can be shared Idth other
scheduleractivity so as to permit the purchasing of fewer units of
that resource item.

RESPONSIBILITY -

The,obligation to use granted 'authority to direct that effort'
witich is necessary to be performed according to plan.

SCHEDULING

The translation of the plan into a time table showirathe specific
calendar dates for the start and completion of work.

SCORE, SATISFYING OR FITTING

The score given to an alternative on how well it satisfies or
fits a given "like".

SEQUENCE DIAGRAM

Used to illustrate the interrelationship of activities or events
to achieve-a goal. The logic uSed in developing such a work flow se-
quence is antecedent-consequent logic where one activity or event is
related to another by time.

SLACK PATH -

A pathway thorugh a network along which actual activity is occurring
and requires less time to complete than the most time consuming or criti-
cal path.

STANDARDS-

The specification set for time, cost_and performance at control
points. If they are met then the project is proceeding according to
plan.

SYSTEM
,

An entity, conceptual or physica4 which consists of interrelated
or interacting partS direCted toward some overall goal or purpose. For
management, a.dogial.afrangemeht of interdependent and interrelated
parts -intea ponnected whole to accomplish a specified objective.

)(STEMS ANALYSIS

TheTtocess'of breakinf tHe systeM &Own inWits interrelated
parts. In project,detinition.it is an orderly approach for defining
a set ofobjectikes oFloals", for analyzing "and describing a given
organizatign stracture using signifidant_factors and communication

87
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and then determining what arrangements of factors and communications

will achieve the-desired effect.

SYSTBM, PROJECT MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
4

A system that stores and provides management information for

porject decision-making utilizing the project plan and the project

reporting system.

SYSTEM, REPORTING

A system of transmitting information_utilizing reports so that

the actual project situation can be compared to,the planned project

situation.

TASk

30

A task, or in some cases a 'sub-task, is the smallest unit of action.

A task is a single activity or an element of a work package which uses

a single person of the staff and little resources and is at the lowest

level of hierarchial work breakdown structure.

TASK-EVENT CALENDAR (SEE GANTT GRAM

TASK RESOURCE SCHEDULE

A tool or devidWwhich is used to identify, estimate quantity,

and schedule the resources which support a specific task.

TERMINATION

Stopping of effort due to a lack of funds, failure.to meet con-

tract conditions, ot similar.reason, before project objectives reached.

TRANSITION 7

Institutionalizing the end product of a project or absorbing

the'effort into an existing organizational unit.

UNPROGRAMMED DECISIONS

Decisions which deal with unstructured, novel and consequential

issues and for which there are no pre-determined rules.

WORK PACKAGE

A specific job to be accomplished which is usually within the

responsibility of one operating unit in an organization and makbs up

one item on the work breakdown structure.

3
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Ackoff, Russell. A Concept of Corporate Planning_. 144jorth: Inter-
. sciencePubliihers, Inc., 1970.

Although written primarily for the business.executive,
th, basic concepts of planning, controlling, information
theory, and'Organizati6nal theoty presehted--are invaluable to
any person charged with the responsibility of accomplishing'
cbjectivesvskithin Ah-Drganization. AWV

Anthony, RobeKt. Planning ond Controlling Systems. .Cambridge, Mass,:
Harvard University, Division of ResearCh Graduate.School of
Business Administration, 1965.

An easily-rea& and short resume'of the basic condepts
of planning and controlling and how they can be utilized to
develop managemept systems for Most situations. Highly recom-
mended as a basic reference for reading in the planned change
grea..

4

Archibald, Aissell and Villoria, Rchard. Network-Based Mhnagement
Systems. New Yor,Y: John Wiley and Sons, 1967.

.

A detailed description of the application of PERT and
CPM to various situations. CcTvers the basic elements of net-

. work system, including reporting procedures.- Case applications
are provided.

Avots, lvars. "My Does Project Mahagement Fail?" California Manage-
ment Review, XII, No. 1 (Fall, 1969), 77-82.

The author outlines symptoms for and six reasons as to
0 why project management fails when an organization attempts to

implement the concept. Ten suggestions are providedyhich
will help to insure that the implementation of project manage-
ment concepts will take place successfully.

Cook, Desmond L. PERT: Applications to Education. Washington, IX C.:
Office of Education-Monograph No. 17, U. S. Government Printing
Office, 1966.

This monograph.outlines the.basic principles'of the-
PERT System for managing research and development projects.
Applications to various types of educational projects along
with suggestions for implementation are provided.

Cook, Desmond L. Educational_Projéct Management. Columbus, Ohio: Charles
, E. Merrill Company, 15,1

An introductory text in three parts on the application of
the project management concept.to the field of education. The first
part presents basic management foundations. The second part presents
a detailed discussion of the PACT, a project management model. The
third part deals' with impibmentation of project managpmentirLan___I
organizational' situation.
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\ Module 1
\lesson 1.

Lesson 1--Building Conviction

introduction to Lesson

1.1

This lesson contains the following items. . Make sure that each
item is present before starting to work through the lesson.

A. Booklet for Executive Orientation

Overview and objectives 1 2

Lesson abstract and content outline, 1. 3

Lesson text . 1 7

Discussion questions .. 1.15

Lesson Quality Control Form 1.16

B. 'Set of Color Slides entitled Nodule 1-4Ikecutive Orientation,
tggEITI-77715-1173THi-Conviction."

C. ,Cassette Tape entitled "Module 1--Executive OrientVion, Lesson
Building Conviction."

EQUIPMENT NEEDED. The folluding equipment will be required for this
lesson and you are advised to arrange for their use:

cassette tape recorder
carousel slide projector
projection screen

TIME REQUIRED. The tape-slide presentation runs approximately 17 minutes.
The total time needed to complete the lesson depends upon the amount of
time spent on the questions provided at the end of the lesson. It is sug-.

gested that you allow approximately 10 minutes for each question. ' Also,
an additional 15 minutes maybe required to read and complete the other

parts of the leson.

Tukn the page and kead the Ovetview
and Objectiva.

fr
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Mbdule 1
Lesson I

1.2

Lesson 1--Building Conviction

Overview and Objectives

OVERVIEW

In this lesson the learner is introduced to the concepts of

"project" and "project management." The advantages and limitations

of the use of project management are discussed, and successful uses of

project management in indOstry, government, and eaucatioh are cited.

Emphasis is-placed upon the:ways that project management can assist the

local education agency (LEA). In the succeeding lesson the Steps neces-
0

sary for installing project management in an LEA are specified.

ORTECTIVES

1. The student should be able to define the concepts of "project"

and "project management."

2. The student should be able to cite examples of how project

management can,and has been used successfully in industry and government.

The student should be able Mcite examples-of,how project man-j

agement can and has been used successfully in the field of education:

4. The Student should be able to state examples of 4,EA effort

which could be identified as projects.

, 5. The student 'should be able to state the importani advantages for

and limitations of using a project-type management systpm.

. he student should be able to state wherey4;oject management as

a discipline can assist in LEA operkions.

Tutn the-page and Azad the Leszon
Aflotnactand Content Outtine.

42
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Module 1
Lesson 1

Lesson 1--Building Conviction

Lesson Abstraa and Content Outline
. e

ABSTRACT

A project is a unique goal-oriented'activity tyhich delivers a

1 . 3

definable end product within time, cost:and performance specifications.

Projects have-project managers'who perform duties and make decisions in

the four phas'es of project, management--planning, preparation, operational

conti-off and termination. Ofteil, sctool operations can be restitctured

such that some actiliities can be treated as projects,while other school
e

activities may already be projects.. Project management can result

directly in a higher probability of accomplishing goals and better knowl-
,

edge of costs related to goals, and indirectly in improved school commun-

ity relations.

CONTENT OUTLINE

A. .The goal of this course is to orient the learner to project manage-

ment and project management capability.

B. Introduction to the training Module

1. The characterizations which coordinate-the written material

with the illustrations are intwduced.

2. The general nature of the other lessons in the module is pre-

sented.

C. Definition of a project

1. Pro ect is a unique goal-oriented activity which has uncertainty

a out t e path leading to the goal and which delivers some
definable end product within time, cost and performance speci-

fications.

2. Activities in the schools which are not projects are identified.

43
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3.4

3. The following are examples of mojects where a complex activity
was managed and where the ptoject goal was realized.

a. Polaris missile project and Program Evaluation and Review
Techniques (PERT) development.

b. -Apollo space project'
c. World fair sites, expoSitions, and Disneyland
d. Chevrolet's Vega product development project
e. Familiar Title 1 projects under federal ESEA Bill of 1965
f. Northern Virginia Technical College development project
g. University of Toledo teacher program development project
h. Numerous school building construction projects.

D. ManageMent of pTojects in a local school agency

1. Description of project management

a. Projects have project managers who perform project duties
such as planning, integrating, evaluating, implementing_
and making.decisions. Project managers' skills include
goal setting, planning, time estimating, scheduling, resource
allocating, budgeting; directing, and controllipg.

b. The four phases of project management are:
Planning
Implementation
Operational control
Termination or transition

2. School operations can be restructured !Wch that some activities
could be treated as projects once the rationale for doing the
restructuring is justified. Such a restructuring results in
the following:

a. Forces the local school
how to accomplish, what
what items not desired,
be delivered.

district to ask: What it wants,
possible levels of performance,
what milestones, and what Is to

b. Yields an exmnination of elements of the school program as
related to goals, on sequenced plans, on resource alloca-
tion plans, and on orderly-timely control of activity by
comparison to plans.

c. Higher probability of accomplishing goals.
*

d, Better knowledge of costs related to goals.

e. Leads to nöcessity for further delegation of authority and
decision-making power.
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f. RequiYes integration of both a functional and a project-
type management system.

g. Demands the acquisition of well-qualified project managers
exactly when needed.

h. 'Successful school operation? across the various projects
rests heavily upon ability level of project managers.

i. School activities could be described, managed, adjusted,
_and evaluated, using cost effectiveness measures if the
total activity is separated into segments and treated as
projects.

E. Public relations benefits when.project management is used by LEA

1. Schools are'receiving pressures from the community.

2. Reports to the community have not answered,the serious questions
being raised.

3. Conducting school operations by project segments would provide
reports le informatiqn for answering the questions. .

1

TuAn the page and wtoceed

-1
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Lesson 1--Building,Conviction

Instructions

1.6

l`N Set up the tecotdet, ptojectot, and sckeen.

2. Nace the ea4ouset ALide ttay tion this tes4on onto the ptojectot
and advance the tAay to the stant o6 Executive Oft.i.entation7-Leisson
One.

3. Pace the
mind to

4. StaAt the

cassette tape 6ot thi4 te4son into the kecokdeit and
the tewind 4top. P

tecokden and advance the Atides with the "change tone."

44
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Lesson 1--Building Conviction.

Lesson Text

1.7

Introduction

The purpose of this module is to introduce you to project management and

the benefits it can have for a local school district. This first lesson dis-

cusses the concepts of project and project management the role of the prOject

manager, and the advantages and disadvantages of adopting a project type of

operation for certain school programs or.activities.

Characteristics of a Project

What.is a "project'"? The concept of a project can be understood by ex-
.

amining some.of Its Mair characteristics. A project is an activity whicli is

pal oriented, involves some uncertainty about the manner in which it will be
,

accomplished', has a finite life span and a cost limit..
1

An activity that is goal.oriented is one that is aimed toward some ident-

ifiable end-product

\

ot.capability. -The end-products, or capabilities, of

projects are such that they can be defined in enough detail (performance

ficatiWis) to enable.a participant in the project Or an outside auditor to

easily understand the desired outcome of the project and to evaluate the degree

to which that outcome has been attained. .

Uncertainty is a major characteristic of projeCts because they are usu-

ally a unique or once-through.kind of effort, and often there is uncertainty

about how the gbal will be accomplished: The amount of uncertainty varies

from project to project depending uPon such factors as the uniqueness, of the

effort and the inherent complexity of.the overall project task. Staff in-

experience may also result in uncertainty.
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Having a finite life span means that an activity pos.es es a beginning

and an end. Thus, a project has specified Aart and comPletion dates and,

consequently, can be thought of as a temporary effort. This aspect of

projects has led many experts- in the field of management to refer to pro-

jects as temporary systems in order to distinguish projects from non-pro-

jects. On-going activities which do not have specified start and comletion

dates are referred to as "functional" activities or "permanent systems."

The project goal must be achieved within a specified cost limit. Pro-

jeft-efforts involve tie use of resources such as iime, loople, facilities,

materials, equipment and services. These resourpas are usually translated

o dollar amounts in a'budget documen lAyich specifies the project cost

ip limit that is not to be exceeded.

Thus, to be a project,.an activity myst have the following character-

istics: a specified goal to develop an end product or capability, some un-

certainty about how the goal is to be achieved, start and completion dates,

and a cost limit.

Various activities of an overall school progtmOtCan be compared with

each of the above-mentioned characteristics in order to identify which are

projects and which are not. Such a comparisonds presented in Figure 1.'

Project Examples

Occasionally educators ask, "What is so desirable about a project-

oriented approach to conducting our activities?" or "Has project management

been successful?" There are many examples in government, industry and educa-

tion where the project mode of operation has resulted in the successful

completion of a complex goal. In most cases, the major factor contributing

18
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Figure W1

Classification of Sample School Activities as Projrcts or Non-PrOjects

.

, .

Project
Characteristics

,

Activity
Descriptions

'

.

_
.

.

H
0
3-)

U

2

1--1

r-1 .1-4a
(T) 0

.

g

11
0 e-11-1

ft g.0
as (I)

.,

-,

.

,

. g
.r.A

r44.)

o

g
li.r-I

. .....
ii

(I) 8

.

M
8

*Development of Plan for School

,

Yes Yes

.

Yes

r
Yes

,

Yes
Desegregation

-

School District Payro11
Operation

Yes

,

Yes No No Yes

*Imple entation of New Math
IIN,,

.

Yes Yes Yes Yes

A

Yes
Progr

*C:onstruction of New Open-Space
Elementary School

Yes Yes Yes Yes
, Yes

,

Twelfth Grade English Literature
Program

Yes Yes No No Yes

* Classified as "projects" since they possess all of the necessary char-
acteristics.

4 9
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to the succesS of'the goal has been the use of project manapnent techniques.

For example, the Polaris missile program which placed deterrent misgiles

aboard submarines.of the Vnited States Navy was treated as a project. The

project manager was VW authority to select his staff and to cross func-
',.

tional lines ofmanylgbverTment agencies in order to assemble resources.
41;

,He and his project planning group further refined the:goal, specified mis-

sions and tasks, developed a time schedule, reviewed and evaAuated their

efforts, and revised their oriiinal plans in order to achieve..a complex

goal.

411.

Another example is the Apollo project, a part of the NASA Space Pro:

gram. The late President Kennel gave the project the goal of putting a

man on the moon prior to 1970. The staff planned the various missions, es-

tablished a time schedule, continuallyrevieaed qnd evaluated their efforts,

and modified their original plans in accomplishing the mandated goal.

.An example of product development in industry is Chevrolet's Vega, a

small car which entered the market in the model ye1r-1970. A project man-

ager obtained his staff from the parent company. This project team made

plans, established a target date, set performance standards, reviewed and

evaluated their efforts, and put the product on the market on schedule.

There are also examples of projects in the field of education. The

most familiar educational examples resulted from the Elementary and Second-

ary Education Act of 1965. Specific sections; such as Tit1e1 or Title III,

. specify requirements for a project plan, periodic evaluation and for re-

viewing and reporting project efforts. Thia act has made it sfi.ble for

many school districts to obtain funds with which to plan and co duct pro-
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, jects with specific goals, for example, to provide remedial and dropout

programs for disadvantaged students, introduce innovative programs or,con-

duct staff development programs.

Another example is the Northern Virginia Technical College whose devel-

opment from conception to operation was viewed as a project. A grant was

provided to assist in the planning, construction and,furnishing of the phy-

sical'plant of the college, as well as for constructing a curriculum, detail-

, ing course content, writing a catalog and securing a faculty to instruct

the first 500 students enrolled.

--Another example of an educational project was the development of educa-

tion specifications for a new, comprehensive elementary teacher education

program by the University of Toledo. This project had iliSspecified goal,

and the work was completed within a time schedule, cost limit and at the

pre-determined level of performance.

The Management of Projects

We have novi defined and illustrated the concept of a project. Next,

-let us consider the management of a project. There are several character-

istics or techniques involved in the management of projects. For example,

a project has a project director, often called a project manager. Hisjob

begins in the 4roject planning phase and ceases at project terminatibn.

Activities or programs which are not projects are directed by people often

designated as program coordinators, supervisors, administrators or director?i.

Such positions are usually continuous and do not terminate at a specific

point in time.
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The management of a project can be discussed in termS of four b#sic

phases of operation corresponding to the life span of a project. T4ese
./

phases are project planning, project prepariation, project operatio s and __
project termination. The project planni7lphase includes defining the

project, detailed planning of work flow,/determining scheddles and resources,
! 4

:11c1 calculating costs of materials, services.and manpower. The project

preparation phase consists of acquiring equipment, personnel and materials

and organizing them so that the project can begin as planned. Project

operations is concerned with carrying out project tasks and with those

activities which are aimed at detecting deviations, analyzing the problem

causing .the deviation, making decisions in order to eliminate the deviations,

and implementing those decisions to insure project success. The project

termination phase includes those activitie which deal with ending the

project. ,This phase occurs after completion of the goal and involves trans-

ferring records, equipment, facilities and people to other projects. Each

oi these phases is discussed in more detail in Lesson 3.

Role of the Project Manager

The most important feature of the management of a successful project

is the managerial ability and style of the person in charge. The role of

a project director involves managerial duties, such as planning and inte-

grating the activity of people and eqUipment, evaluating and making de-

Cisions affecting, the project process, and implementing the decisions.

0 2 %
The project manager must develop skills and knowledge in the perfor-

Mance of his duties. These duties include: time scheduling, ,fund alloca-
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tion, resource allocation, planning specific work schedules, dele ating

responsibility, evaluating and reviewing results, directing other and con-

(trolling the work.

Application/of the Prolect Concept.

Certa n on-going activities or programs, existing' in local school dis:

tricts c

definiti

be redefined as projects, and benefit as a result of this re-

Some examples are curriculum or textbook selection, staff '

orientation and development, and the development and implementation of new

academic programs.'

-There are many important advantages to using the project approach in

a local school district. Redefining an activity as a project forces the

local district to ask, "What do I want to attain? How do I want to(accomp-

lish it? What are the possible levels of performance? What is not to be

included? What are the milestones? What is.to be delivered?

When the local school district answers these questions, it is examining-

in detail the elements-of a program in terms of its goals. In this mgnnet

the efforts of the local school district are also focused on plans which de-

tail the time sequence for various activities, plans for allocating resoures,

specific performance outcomes, and an Orderly, timely control of efforts bjt.

comparing them with the plan.

There are some problems associated with the initiation of Projects

the local school district setting. Pr4ject management caanot be ,applied to

all activities of the district, because some.activities..tannot easily be

defined in terms of a goal, a sta d stop time, and an end product. The
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introduction of a project management system into an existing school district

fbnctional organization may require a more complex organizational structure

than currently exists. Such a change, like most organizational changes, may

be perceived by some individuals as an infringement upon their authority and

trigger feelings of anxiety and insecurity. It is also difficult at times

to obtain qualified project managers for each project exactly.when needed.

There are, however, many advantages for school districts in a commit-

ment to project management mode of operation. Project management rOquires

\top level management to delegate authority and decision-making to a greater

number of subordinates, while the superintendent maintains overall responsi-

bility and accountability. This delegation of authority and decision-making

can result in significant staff growth and development and in the'creation

of aleservoir of more capable people within the school district.

Project management can be used within tge district to improve the effect-

iveness and efficiency of the implementation of a wide range of goals. Pro-

ject management can spotlight resource needs for the support of a wide range

of school prbgramS. It can also strengthen.the evaluation function by more

clearly specifying the performance being sought. The project management

'protess permits examination of the deviation of operations from their plans,

and.thereby makes it possible to more readily identify potential problems

that may arise during the.operation of a program.

The accomplishment of planned goals, with cost awareness, improves the

relatiOns'of the school with the community. The public education system has

been under increasingly severe attack. 'Schools have often not been very

successful in informing the public 'about the goals of their projects. Veryb

often the school district issues a report to the community Which tells how.

0 c* 5 4
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many students.are'enrolled, how many emplo s there are, how much money

has been Spent per student, how many new cl ssrooms have been built, an'd

so forth. These are all input measures.

With project management the school district can define the goals of its

projects in terms of output perforMance, i.e., achievements. With project

management we can focus on.goals, relate costs to the achievement of those

goals, locate the responsible persOns, and use project reports to substan-.

fiate our claims to the community. This is fully realind when many of a

school district's activities are separated into appropriate segments and

treated as projects, and when the cost of each segment.can be analyzed. If

activities and.achievements are evaluated for the district as a Whole, then

it can be shown to all'that the various school system operations are.being

directed in a desired fashion toward an overall goal. ,

(

A project management capability in a local school district also allows

for those activities 'which can be considered as projects tote evaluated in

terms of cost, effectiveness. If project management efforts prove successful,

the school system can subsequently use those experienced project managers,

and resulting project experience,.to conduct other activities of the local

schoof district as projects.

, An effective project management capability thus allows the local school

to benefit front. clear goal statements, to generate detailed plans specifying

time, resources and performance, and to develop an orderly review and control

of project efforts with respect to ti-le project plans. A local school can

establish a management capability to deal with complex lorojectsif.its top

management is committed and willing to support the facilitating organization

and procedures which identify a project management capability.

Tutn the page and /Lead the ditec--
tiona tion the dizatzzion q4estion.
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Lesson 4-Bui1ding Conviction

Discussion Questions

1.15

Ditections: Given badw aAe a zekies oti ditzcarszion questiond. They
may lye u4ed in any oti the 4ottowitig way4." It iz zuggezted that you
attow appAoximatety 10-minutes OA each q on.

.1.

1. The 4tudent woAking independentty ib to contemptate the
diAcuzzion queAtiono and.wAite down an ()Wine o4 the answeA.

2. A gtoup o.6 4students who have compteted the tezzon bhoutd zetect
a'discuzzion teadert, discu46 the veation4, and tAy to obtain
con4enus o4 opinion on tht questton4.

3. A teadeA and a gAoup o6, ,studgn14 Wet compteting the tezzon,
witt putaue the diocuzzion topics attempting to obtain con-
,selmuz o4 opinion on the question4.

1. Can you name 'Oree on-going activities or work efforts in your
school district that fit the definition of a 'project? Why are they
"projects"? Can you name an on-going program in your school dis-
trict that is not congidered a "project"? Why is.it not a "project"?

*

2. Can you ndme an pn-going activity or work effort in your school dis-
trict that could be re-oriented as a'project? What might have to
be done to re-brient it as a project?

r'S

te
DiAection4: AliteA you have 4inished,
conzideAation o4 the quations above,
pteaze tuAn the page and comptete the
Leszon OuatZty ContAot Foto':

t-6

A

4
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Lesson 1--Bui1 ding Conviction

Lesson Quality Control Form

V.
ViAection6: Pfea6e lake ti,me to calteply anzweA the Om que6tion6 given
below. YOUA anzwev, wixe oovide vatuabee in6okmation 6ok the kevi6i0n and
impkoveMent o6 t1ii4 te46on. Feet likee to wkite additional comment4 Ok .

tlecowmendation4 on the back o6 thi6 6o/un. Youh hedpon6e4 c&iL be kept-
coOidentia. Peca6e Rmile. the tazt 6ouit digitz 06 yowl sociat

.cewcity numbeA on the eine below 60 that the pagez can be 4..denti6ied in
the event they become 6epanated

iThank you 604 yowl a66iZtance.

1. jndicate your overall impression of the quality of this lesson.

Very Good Good Fair

2. What do you feel is the most positive aspect of this lesson?

3_ What do you feel is the most negative aspect of this lesson?

44?$ What *ou1d you suggest to improve this lesson?.

ITUAH he page and oveeed

fh

Poor
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Termination Instructions

1.17

UpoK comptetion o6 the Lesson Quatity Conttot Fotm, you ate to:

Teak out and stapte the pages o the Lesson Quatity Conttot Fokm.
Ptace the liotm in the speciat envetope ptovided.
Mail the envetope to Reseakch Bettot Schoots, Inc., Suite 1700,
1700 Wicket Stteet, PiatadapiLia, Pennsytvania 19103.

Tkis tesson on buitding conviction is now compteted. Lesson 2
emtated "OtgaWizationat gt/Luctuiting" ib the next Lesson in the
sequence; you ate advised to Locate the tesson and tead the intto-
ductoty pages.

I.

.5
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Lesson 2--Organizational\Structuring

Introduction to Lesson

2.1

This lesson contains the following items. Mhke sure that each
item is present before starting to work through the le9son.

A. Booklet for Executiveprientation

Page

2

2

2.2
2.3
2.6

12

14

Overview and objectives
,

Lespn abstract and content outline-
Lesson text .

Discussion questions
Lesson Quality Control Form

B. Set of Color Slides entitled "Module 1Executive Orientation,
Lesson, 2--Organizational Structuring:7

C. Cassette Tape entitled "MOdule 1-rExecutive Orientation, Lesson 2--
Organizational Structuring."

1

. EQUIPMENT NEEDtD. The following equipment will be required for this
lesson and you are advised to arrange POT- their use:

cassette tape recorder
carousel slide projector
projection screen

1, 1

TIME REQUIRED, The taf5e-slide presentation runs approxithately 12 minutes.'
The total time needed to complete the lesson depends upon the amount of
time spent on the questions provided at the end of the lesson. It is sug-
gested that you allow approximately 10 minutes for each questfon. Also,
an additional 15 minutes may be required to read and complete the other
parts of the lesson.

,r

ITuitn the page and Agad the Ovenview
and Objectivez.
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Lesson 2--Organizational Structuring

Overview and Objectives

OVERVIEW

2. 2

The previous lesson introduced the etherging concept of project

management in education; the advantages and limitations of prd,ject

management; and the potential payoff for the reorientation of .activi-

ties, in school districts.

This -lesson deals with general management, concepts and changes

k of management structure and practices required to adopt a project man-.

agement capability. The next- lesson deals in greater detail with the

four-phases of project management and amPli fi es the requirement. for

school system support of the individual projects.

Oli.1 Fa VES

1. Tile student is to be familiar with the definitions of 'harp-

agement" and the general functions of planning, organizing, directing,

and controlling.

2. Me student i s to identify the patterns of organizatiohal
,

structure for the incorporat ii of project 'management in local school

districts.

3. The student is to cite the necessary elements for installing

a project management capability within the local school district.

4. The stujent is to identify a plan for implementing a project

management system into a 1ocL I school district.

Tuiu the page and !tend the 41)Y6 on

Ab4 tAact and Content Outtine:
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ABSTRACT.

r,

Lesson .2--Organizational 8trdcturing

Lesson Abstract and Contenft. Outline
r.

The management organization of a local school district is

2. 3

examined using general management terms.

Three types of organizational structures are presented in con-

junction with an examination of the changes needed if a project man-

agement capability is to be effectively utilized. SChool administra-,

tive personnel are encouraged to show conviction for project manage-

ment capability,

CONTENT OUTLINE

A. A number of considerations in utilizing project management ard
required by the school district administration.

1. General, management concepts are used in project management.

a. Asubordinate-superior managerial relationship is common ,

to all types of management.

The school district should create a work environment that
is conducive to effective Work.

,c. The concept of getting things done through people is an
important one to emphasize.

2. Several functions of management delineate the total management
effort. These are:

a. Planning

b. Organizing

c. Directing (motivating)

d. Controlliing

B. Projects operate within a local school setting.

1. The placement of projects in the local school district can
take one of several forms. These are:

8
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a. Sepatate organization,

b. Vertical or centralized placement, or
Pna

2. 4

c. Horizontal or decentralized placement.'

2. Each type of project placement has advantages and 'disadvantages
and staffing variations.

,

C. The existence of a project Nanagement capability in the local edu-
cational agency requires personnel and resources to:

1. Identify projects

2. Develop proposals

3. Carry out proposal/projects

. Establish project management procedures

S. Provide a center for project management information

D. There are several considerations for installing a.project management
capability into a local edwational agency.

1.

1. The school district shopld determine a goal or principle for its
project management capdbility.

2. There needs to be a recognition of thb value or need for_the capa-
bility.

3. There must be camitment to project management on the
top management.

4. ,All operating levels of the school district should be
to the required changes.

part of

receptive

S. The local educational agency must become flexible and adaptable.

6. Thete is a need for training personnel in.management techniques.

7. An evaluation of the program's effectiveness is based on clear
goals or objectives.

8. Project management policies and procedures need to be developed.

E. Knowledge\of project management and conviction that project manage-
ment is flip most effective means of providing solutions for change
in the local oducational agency is needed.

TuAn the page and p&oceed
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Lesson 2--Organizationa1 Structuring

Instructions

2.5

1. Set up-the teotdet, ptojectot, and sckeen.

2. Peace the catou4et stide ttay dot thi4 tesson onto the pkojectot
and advance the tkay to the stakt o Executive Oxientation--Lesson
Two

3. "Mee the cassette tape liot thiz teozon into the tecotdet and
tewind to the tewind stop.

Statt the tecotden and advance the 4/ides with the "change. tone."
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Introduction

The previous lesson introduced the concept of project management and

discussed its potentiaL for education. Proper use of the concept will re-

cr
Lesson 2--Organizational Struturing

Lesson Text

2.6

quire same adjustments in our thinking. This lesson will indicate some of

these needed adjustments. We will point these out by looking at three gen-
/

eral areas:, a review of management and its functions, the location of

projects within an organization, and the requirements for.developing a

project management capability in a local school district.

Management Functions
--Th

In order to have a working understanding of project management, it is-

essential todevelop an understandineof the concept of management. To de-

fine management and its functions, an assumption,is made that a formal organ-

izationsuperior-subordinate relationships eXist. In this framework,

management's overall function is to create an environment which will facil-

itate the achievement of organizational objectives by providing-those',

conditions which enable employeeS to work effectivelY.

Management deals with decision-making in allocating resources and

directing the actions of people toward the attainment of desired ends by

using the best possible.means. You are managing when you plan, organize,

direct, and control the use of resources and human efforts. These four

basic activities form the functions of management.

Project management, which incorporates the basic management functions

is, therefore -the process of making decisions about the accomplishment Of

65
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a prOject goal through the execution of a temporary effort characterized

by time, cost and performance specifications.

Mhnagers, whether they be heads of governmental agencies, College deans,

department heads, superintendents or principals, are all engaged in getting

4

things done with people. Managers perform the same functions regardless of

their level'in the organization or the type of enterprise they are pursuing.

Only the techniques of applying the functions are modified from situation

At

, to situation.

The most typical, tor-accepted, method of classifying management .fUnc-

tions is to group them according to the activities of planning, organizing,

directing (or motivating), iind controlling. It i8 often not possible to

place afl management functions neatly into just one of these,categories,

since they tend to overlap; 6owever, thit classificatio is generally help-
.

ful and workable.

Planning involves making a set of initial decisions about the optimum
. .

.
,

allocation of resources to a set of taks designed to attain 'specific de-
* ,

sired gOals. It cOnsists of the activities of setting goals, delineating

,work, establishing the wor1C flow, determining the time and resources (Money

and manpower) required to Khieve the goal, costing the resources, and pre-
,

paring a budget.

Organizing involves arranging selectedpeople in patterns of relation-

ships relative to authority, responsibility, roleS..and accountability in

order to facilitate theaccomplishment of desired goap. It also includes

recruiting, selecting, training, and assignifig persons to accomplish these

activities. This sub-function of organizing is called staffins. Organizing

is also manifested in the preparation of policies, procedures, and practices

66
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related to project operations,

Directing, involves the employment of diverse fOrms of human interaction

so as to lead, motivate and guide people in the performance of their tasks.

It also involves guiding'and supervising subordinates who require clarifi-

cation of assignment's, guidance toward improvedsperformance, and the motiva-

tion of people to enable them to achieve the stated goal.

Controlling involves the detection of deviations between what is planned

and what is actually happening, the analysis of the deviation; a proposed

solution, and the implementation of corrective action to.insure the success-

ful accomplishment of the goals. The.controlling function is exercised

through an iterative prOblem-solving process.

Occasionally, there is concern about the order in which the functions

are, or should be, performed. Planning is generally considered first, while

organizing, directing and controlling follow in sequence. In practice, the

functions arecarried ouoncurrently. Furthermore, the functions overlap,

so tbat a manager is often performing several functions simultaneously.

Let us now look at how projects are placed in the cirganizational structure.

Organizational Placement of Projects

In order to achieve objectives, carry out plans, and Make it possible

for people to work effectively, there must be a logical scheme of activities

and authority. Normally, major school district activities are fuactionally

,organized on equal levels of authori.ty and their directors are responsible

to a single superior authority, This type of grouping is generally known

as a functional organizatsion. Eath unit in the structure deals with one

function, or area, of activity, such as curriculum development, personnel
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selection and development, educational operations, or business services.

Each function contains staff mmi line relationships within its own area of

responsibility.

Within this typical organizational structure, there are three general

patterns,of,project placement: separate organizational placemint, vertical

or centralized placement and horizontal or decentralized placement.

In the separate organizational approach the project is .eperated as a

major activity in the wak thatIthe other major functional line groups operate.

The project is independent of other functional departments and i5 considered

self-sufficient with regatd fo project requirements. Staffing is provided by

transferring personnel from other departments, by hiring personnel from

other departments, or by hiring personnel from external sources.-

Figure #1 illustrates this type of project'placement.

The advantages of this type of organizational placement are, that the

project director has direct control over all the dimensions of the projeCt,-

the main line of authority leading i;irectlyto Ole chief exectitive of the

local educational agency, and is the flpl point,of project accountability

and information. Thrmajor. limitation Althis placern1t is that.the staff

can be dissolved upon completion of Ve ,Aroject. Conseq0ent1y, some 'valuable,

trained specialists can be lost.

The vertical or centralized patte is one that puts the project within

an existing line unit br department. The majOrity of the project staff, then,

are drawn from that department. Figure #2 illustrates this type of project

placement.
1

The advantage of this approach is that the lines of authority ind respon-

sibility le well defined and known to all persons working on the project.
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The limitations are that the functional department may or may-not how the.1,
numbers ottypes of staff required for work on the project, and the number

of projects can often increase in size and power until they reaCh the level

of a major department.

The decentralized approach to project.placement involves superimposing

it upop the existing structure, with its established lines.of responsibtlity

and authority. The project tasks are asigned to personnel who remain within

, their departments or functional units. The project manager, however, is re-

sponsible for the completion of the work which cuts...horizontally across the

vertical organizational structure. Figure 113 illustrates this type of pro-,

ject placement.

The primary difficulty in this approach is that the project manager

often lacks direct authority over the functional areas in which the project

tasks are accomplished. Consequently, the fUnctional personnel will generally
41

respond first to the needs of the functional authority (i.e. their direct

superior) dad only second to 6e project authority.

A.placement.of projects with a.local educational dgency is not nec7

essarily limited to these three patterns, since organizational grouping of

. .

activitiesand personnel are seldom the same in all local school settings, but

these are the three.patterns most often encountered.

Develo in a Prp_iojscl2:ailarcent

HaVing considered patterns of project placement, let us now turn to

what it takes for a school district to have a project management capability.

Simply 'stated, having 4 project)mlnagement capability means that organiza-

tional struCtures land processes are establiVled and operating in such a manner.
-

.4) .
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that a-number of.activities'(nominally called "projects") can be adequately

planned and executed simultaneously and on a continuing basis. Operationally,

this means that there is a defined organizational centet, with persopnel who

can litlentify projects, develop management plans for reaching specified ob-

jectives, and assist in conducting several projects simultaneously. The devel-

opment of a project management capability as defined above requires that a

school district address itself to several important considerations such-as

those listed below.

1. Stating objectives, or purposes in such a way that the. effective

attainment of desired outcomes is promoted.

2. Securing' org ational commitment as evidenced by resources al-

locations commensurate with the effort required.

3. Securing staff acceptanG4,through involvement and participation.

4. Satisfying the-need fApr training to develop understanding and

competencies.

0..1

5. Developing policy 'and procedures to support project oper tions.

0. Establishing organizational structures to facilitate pr )ect man-

agement system activities.

7. Supplyii4 a means of assessing project value, impact and signifi--

cance as they relate to the school system, as well as to the

operation 'of project activities. ,

Summary

"Management" involves thiSowecution of the basic functions of planning,

. organizing, directing and controlling. The three most frequently found pat-

terns of.project location in'an existing functional organiz'ation.are separate,
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vertiCal and horizontal placement. Having a.project management capability

means that the organizational structure has a continuing capacity to deal with'
4

those types of activities commonly referied to as projects.

To achieve this end requires that key personnel on all levels of the

organization be familiar with, arld be able to apply, project management skills

to project-type activities.

9,)

TuAn the page and Azad the diAections
OA the discussion questions.
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Discussion Questions
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Vikectiono: Given betow ati.e a zeicieo oti dizeuzzion quations. They'
may be toed in any o6 the liottowing way.s. It io.Auggated that you
attow appkoximatety 10 minutez OA each que4t1on.

4
1. The ztudent wokhing independentty to contemptate the

discuzzion quation4 and (Amite down an outtine oi4 the anzwit.

2. A gkoup o6 Atudentz who have compteted the teozon zhautd
6eteet a dizeuzzion teadet, discu44 the que4tiom, and tny
to obtain concensuz o6 opinion on the quatiom.

3. A teade4 and 9/Loup o6 ztudentA aliteA compteUng the te6Aon,
witt pukzue the discumion topia attempting to obtain con-
eensuo O opinion on the quationz.

1. The management cycle Is said ta include planning, organizing, directing
and controlling. Does this desd:ription adequately explain management
activity?

2. Discuss the advantages and limitations of vertical, horizontal and
separate'organizational placement of a particular project in your school
district. Which type of placement would be best for the project,'and
what are your reasons?

3. What are some of the considerations and actions that require the attention
of school executives in orter to realize a full project management
capability in a local school district? Discuss the felative importance
of,these aCtions.

PtheCttOM6TT elt yOU aye kfla e
onzidekation o the queztion4 above,
Acaze twin the page and comptete the
LezAon Quatity Contnot Foxm.
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NAC.Cti0116: Ptecuse ake time to canetiateg anwet the lioitt questiows given
beTow. YOUA anmetz wiTT ptovide vatuabte i,n6oAmation.04.the AeviAion and
,bnoovement o6 thi6 fe..56on. Feet titee to wt.i.te additionat comments ot

,(ecommendatimm6 on the back o6 th,i4 Otm. Yout kesponsez watbe kept
NtItictey conliidentia. Pemse wAite the ta6t Out digit6 o6 youii Socia
_eou'rity nutobeA on the fine beTow 60 that the payeA can be identiiiied in
the event they become AepaAated

-mu-1k you 604 tjeUlt a6.6.iistance.

1. Indicate your overall impressioft of the quality of this lesson.

Excellent r I
Very Good Good Fair

What do you reel is the most positive a6ect of this lesson?

3. What do you feel is the most negatetve aspect of this leSson?

-

4. .What would"ou suggest

,

11,

to iinprove this lesson?

alv

Poor

ITu)th the 'page and pitoce.ed
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Upon comptetion Q6 the Lesson Quatity ContAot F04.171 you ate to:

TeaA out'and stapte the ravs o thi Lesson Qua-ay ContAot Fool.
Mace the liotm in the speciat envetope ptovided.
M5077the envetope to ReseaAch 66A Bata Schoots, Inc., State 1700,
1700 Matket Stteet, Piatadetphia,_Pennsytvania 19103.

This t.esion on otganizationat sTtuctuting is now compteted. A.esson
3 entittad "The Litie Cycte o6 a Ptoject" is the next tesson in the

sequence; you ate advised to tocate the tessoni)ooktet and Mad the

intAoductoAy pages.

9,1t, 9
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Lesson 3--The Life Cycle of a ProjeCt

Introduction to Lesson

, 3.1

This lesson contains the following items. Make sure that each
item is present before starting to work through the lesson.

page

A. Booklet:for Executive Orientation,
t

41;Overview and objectives 3.2
,

Lesson 'abstract and content outline 3.3
'Lesson text 3.7
Discussion questions , 3 21
Lesson Quality Control,Form 3 22

B. Set of Color Slides entitled "Module 1-7Executive Orientation,
E-Jsson Lif6 Cycle of a Project."

C. Cassette Tape entitled "Module'l--EXecutive Orientation, Lesson 3--
The Life Cycle of a Project."

EQUIPMENT NEEDED. The following equipment will be required for this
lesson and you are advised to arrange for their use:

cassette tape recorder :

carousel slide projrctor
projection,screen

TIME REQUIRED. The tape-slide presentation runs approxitately 26 minutes.
The total time needed to complete the lesson depends upon the amount of
time spend on the questions provided at the end of the lesson. It is
suggested that yop allow approximately 10 minutes for each question. Also,
an additional 15 minutes may be required to read and complete'the other
parts of the lesson.

Twat the, page and Aead the Ov.eAview
and OhjectLve4.
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Lesson 3--The Life Cycle of a Project

Overview and Objectives

OVERVIEW

. Prior lessons in this module have presented information about the

emerging role of project management in local school districts and the

general functions of management ahd the placement-of projectS in loCal

school settings.

:fhis lesson will present information regarding the varioUs actions

or operations associated with the planning and carrying out of projects

in the school setting. General operations will be delineated along with

some of the specific actions to be taken in each.operation. The lesson'

following this one is devoted to identifying a vai-iety of sources of

information about and assistance on project management,

OBJECTIVES

As a consequence of participating in.this lesson, the following

objectives should be reached.

1. The student should be able to name the four major phases of

project operations.

.2. The student should be able to detail the major steps in each

of the four phases.

3. The student should be able to indicate actions which an edu-

cational ezcecutive can take in order to facilitate the activities involved

in each of the phases.

Tuut to page 3.3.,and Aead the
Lezzon Aht/iact and Content
Outeine.
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Lesson Abstract and Coptent Outline

ABSTRACT

3. 3

The pajor activities carried out. in the course of managing a pro=

ject from its start to its.end can be oilivided into four major phases.'

They are project planning, preparation or st4rt-up, operational control,

and project termination. Within each of tb0e divisions or phases, many

subtasks have fo be carried out. The educational executive can make con-

tributions to each of these phases in order that the project may go more
, .

. , .

smoothly. TheleSson discusses in detail'each-phase along with sUggest-
,

. .

.ing ways tharthe educational exetutiVe, caQ be helpful,

CONTENT OUTLINE. . 1 '

.

er , ..

. '" , .i

.

A. Introduction '. -----_,.....-

... ,

1. Shccessful project management requires an under§tanding ok the
Imajor phases invOlve4 in carryinvouta ptoject effort. I'

Four basic.phases in project management can be.categorized a§
follows:

a. Planning Phasq '%4 :

b, Implementation or-Start-Up Phae.
c. OperationaP-Control Phase e j.
d.-- Termind;ibn,Phase

.

k /

3. An oVerview of each of thece phases is P4sented les"son.
,,

,
t ,-- .

B.'-Pfanning Phase:.,
. i

, ,

It .,.. 4 .. . A
- - ., . e

, 1, Planning is a prOcess-foCusing upon esfablisAing,a,sqt of initial
AI. decisions tegarding projett performance% scheaulei .,and budget.

... .,

, tp ....

e & 4111e.project planning-process involves five basi;steps% ,

,

..

a, ,The first step Wablishes 'the proje& 041 and objectives;
p ,

, .-. the work breakdown,structure, and ,plOorMance specifications.-
. . .

'The se on0 step,establishes the logical Order Of C&Iipl.etihg
er41 tasks of' the project.

0 .I .., e

al,4 fC ' li,d'f. /II
10.'''' 3._ ...

i.. 4, ,I, , " I
..' A

-t
.; 444:

. IV.

,

c.

1?

'

.
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c, The,third step involves estimating time for each task as
well as for the total project.

'step identifies needed resources (personnel,
equipment, etc.) and\develops a schedule for

c. The fourth
materials,
the prOjec

e. The fifth
preparing

step focuses upon developing estimates of costs,
the budget, and estabIiShirig expenditure plans.

' 3, The culmination of the planning prOcess is a proposal,docP-
-mentlan which is forwarded,to a fuRding agency.

4$7

C: Project Start-pp*,and Implementation-Phase

1, Successful project start-up requires that an implementation
plan be 'developed and exectited.

2. , The implementation plan identifies aCtivities-which should
*be carried out before the initial date as-well as to be
carried out duj4ing the first dal of the prdject.

-S... In agdition to the implementatiopylan, othe'r activities (

involved at this.phase are modifying the project propoSal
consistent with the,contract, the establishmqnt Of project
.polieies nd proceeds,.the, delineation of Prdject responsi-
ibilitiesraild the es-Mblishment of. a project information system.

.0

D. Operafional CorifrOl Phase

1. Successful operatiori of a project, once underway, depends
upon providing the project management with necessary infor-
mation abaut project status.

2. The' actiOns carried out in this phase derive.from the manage-
. ment function of control, wihch is basically concerned with

problem identification and correction.
-

3. A reporting 6rstem of some form is esspntial tocarrying.out
the function or control.

Tfie.,dkrst step is dentify the.:problems or the devia-.
,

' tioriTITOM the plan.

(1) Deviations'ot nroblems are identified by comparing-.
c

actual perfdymance fo planned performance.
,

(2) Once identified, the deviationS'are raked in order
of seriousness' and the cause of the deviations
established. -0

84
-
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b. The second'step is to establish the goal desired in solving
the problem; creating alternativ, solutions, and Choosing
the most desirable-one,

S.

c. The third step requirriA that the chosen solution or corrective-
actionlbe connunicatml to fti project staff for implementation
and that procedures be initiated to-:make the change.

; E. The Termination-Phase

1. The termination phase is concerned baSically with two funda-
mental situations.

a. tine situation centers,around-ifilfajling the project product
.as part cif the on-goin4 operations of the school district.

. .Tfie second situation involves, the phaSing out or shutting-
down of the project operation.

2. The .termination phase requires that plans be developed for such
. activities a$ the tranfer of personnel and equipment, plus the

storage of neces-sary records. ,

3. In_iliost projects, a,final report is required by the sponsoring
or funding_agency ana.must be 'prepared.
-N

4: Project histories are often written to serve .a.s guides for use
.by otherrproject managers as well as serving as a record of
project activities not included in the final4report.

F. The'sucCissful conduct of the several project phases requires that
the educational executive be committed to tho project.

,.v

Tuhn the page and pulceed

85
!. .4
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'Instructions

3.6

1. -Set up the tecotdet, ptojecpt, anU °be/Leen.

.2. Ptace the cakouzek &Ude ttay 6ot Zeszon onto the ptojectot
and advance the ttag to the staitt oti Exedative OkientationLemon
Tktee.

3. . Ptace the cazzette tape 4oA thirs teA.6on into the tecotdet "and
tewind to the tewind Atop.

4.- Statt the tecotdet and advance the oiideo with the "change tone."

air..

4
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LeSson Text

\:phtroduction. .

The first two lessons fn this module have presented the general defin-

ition and explanation of what projects and project management are, described

the duties of.the.proj,ect manager or director, presented sonie elementary

concepts of general management, and identified,'some of the organizational

considerations involved in the instal a t' ion of a project management capabil-

ity in .a jocal school district.

t"(
Thcpurpose of this lessoryis to provide an overmew of the management

of a proiect, a more detailed explanation of project management,.and to point

out how and where the educational' executive might aid the project director.

The four phases in the life of a project--planning, preparation, oper-

ations and termination--were intrbduced in the first lesson. Each of these'

phases is explained further in the paragsraphs that follow'. /

Planning Phase

The planning phase of a project is concerned with putting a project

together. It answers questions like: What? How? How long? When? Where?

With what? and How much?. In other words, an initial set of decisions about

the project effort is made. Five basic.activities are involved in project

planning, 'They are: project definitiori; arranging the work into a logical

sequenc4 estieating time for each work activity; establishing a work schedule

4nd aii ng resources;.anee-stimating costs and'preparing a budget.,

In 1efining a project, the most important question to ask is: What is

the#goal of the project?._ What,does one want to accomPlish? goal is usually

4,)
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a broad and general statement of purpose to have attained something in the

future. A goal must be divided into smaller and more specific objectives in,

order.to permit the specification of the-project work or tasks. This dividing

.process is called project Aefinition or work breakdown structure develo ment.

At this time the project direct& also specifies the 'performance standards,for-

the-Work to be donel 4
'The second step in planning is arranging the' work activities-into a

lOkical or desired, sequence. The arrangement of tasks by means of logic or

desire yields a work sequence orpork. flow. In many cases, tasks can'beTer-
..

-formed concurrently or in parallel. Techniques like flow Chartinig or net-

working have bepn devised-to aid imsequenCing the tasks;_ The project directoi

should'be able to employ them for thisstep of projoCt planning.

The-third step in planning is concerned with estimatilig time. The

project director, or his,associates, must estimate the time,fhat it will

take to accomplish each-one of the Iasks in the sequence. Estimates pf task

-
aCcomplishment times are'usually more 'reliable 1.)hen made by those persons most

knowledgeable about the work. The project manager should, therefpre,-seek out .

such persons within the school district to aid him in making'the time estiMates.

He then incorporates these time estimates in his 'plan and computes the total

time,required to complete the project.

The fourth step of planning is concerned with scheduling and specifying

resource requirements. Again, with the aid of the people most knowledgeable

about the work, the project director estimates the resource requirements' for

each task. He recOrds the resource requirements on a work sequence chart, or

some othei. form. He then establishesa schedule or calendar for the project.

88

%.
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The fifth step in project planning _is cost estimation anl budget pre-

.

paration. In cost estimation, the projecCdirectormust.determine the cost

of the resources that were specified for.e4chof the task* in,the 'SChedul#:

From these data, a budget.and an expenditilkplyi is prep ed.

Having.performed these five steps:in planning, the project directbr,,,

shoqld now have a project plan. The p14i4can be_utilized to,prepare a pro7.::.
/..

,

ject proposal, The proposal is flumn:,5-ubmitte&tdthe cdntractingagency for P

funding. If it is funded, the educational axeCutiie s,igns the cdhtract 441.1V:'
r

accepts the funds.°
0

HdW,can the echicAtional'executive hl jthe projktddriactor
" - -

0 .4.

ning pIise of prdjgct manaieMient?,- He can aid by helping to establish the,149a3,
.

-

0

cif the pibjeCt,.prGvidilig:theFprdject director with access to)expehs'in-fU46-
. , . ,

. . . n ,
.

tOri.ai depargnents, Oforining:him of School,AiAtrict ivlicy and cohstratntsip-:
. 1 o %

/
i . .

and reviewinkethe proiect at- eacl.:step in .t4e..plan and the proposal,

Preparation.Phase,

The preparation phdse follos the planriing iihaSe. Here one ,is,conceined

with the activities that are;pqyfOrmed priontoi and just after, the initiation
,

of the project. Aimost all project* require that 'resources be available..so
r

thabt the project may start operating-;ona pdrticulai- day. Necessary personnel,

facilities, equipment, materials, services and information must be available

'for the project as required. A aplEA-1911_ala should be developed to accomp-

lish this task. In many contracts'awarded by federal or state governments, the
4

- contracting agency will-notify the local school districtnspieral weeks before

the start-up date. [his Allows the project direetor tio>Initiate the prepar47--

tion plan well before the start-up date.\

sl

*a;;"

a
0.

ti;
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Arrangpments for personnel must be made within the school district or

_
by 'hiring per§onnel from outside the school district. . Facilities and equip-

ment are generally furnished by the local school distritt'and arrangements .

for them should be made. Equipment may be either purChased or leased,-if it'

is,not available. Materials and special services should be identified and

their hcquisition should be described in the plan.

The preparation phase also includes activities which occur immediately

after the start-up date. In many cases, a project proposal may not correspond

to the contract, or the-specific manpower needed may not be available. The

project director must then respecify the work activities, schedule, and bud-

'
get into a revised plan for the project. With the help ,of the project person-

nel, reSponsibilities for each member of the staff.should be,e4ab1ishpd.

The project director then can establish the lines of authority corresponding

to those responsibilities and create an organizatiOnal chart if needed. the

project,director should also develbp those administrative policies and pro-

cedures for the project that are not covered by the policies and procedures

A

of the local school district.

During this.period aproject information system should be established.

The purpose of a proj6ct.infa.mation system-is to keep the project director

. and his staff inelrmed of the-planned vs'. the actuat status of the project.

11)
0

,The three components--performance, time and cost--which. were defined in the

, planning phase must be incorporated into the information system. By specify

ing these three planning dimensions, the project director has a standard of

comparison by which.to discover any discrepancies occurring during the oper-
.

ation of the Wject.
, 0

e
n

0
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The start-up or preparation phase-of a project is concerned with creat-

ing and executing an, implementation plan to aid in acquiring the 'resources.

necessary 'for carrying out the project, establishing -the Project within the.

framework of the local school district, replanning if necessary, organizing

staff and delineating their responsibilities, establishing the administrative

policies and proceduresjor the project,,and creating a project management

information skstem.

1-14w can the educational executive aid the-project directorin this

phase of a project? By providing hie with the policies and procedures of

thefschool district if he is not alre4dy-familiar with thek-reviewing the

preparation plan with him, and providing information, guidance and experience

to organize the staff and create the project information sjrstem, By far the

most important.service the educational executive can perform is to be per-

Sonally conunitted to the project and to aid in establislftng,cooperation, co-

ordination and communications between the prOject and the functional units

within the local schoofsetting. The initial commitment of top administrators

should have occurred in the planning phase. In this phase it is reinforced.

Operations Phase _

The third phase in the life of a project is the operations phase.

This phase is concerned with the aftual conduct or operation of the project.

After the activities in the planWing and.preparation phases are performed, -

the actual Work of the project can start.

1ivaa after the best of planning efforts, actual operations do nyt al-

ways go as planned. The project director must have a system, or.procedure,

for knowing at ali times the status of the.project, so that-problem areas
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c'an be identified and corrective actions-taken. Problem analyis and cor-

.

management activities of-the operational Oaserective actions are primay

of A project.

cs.z-

3.12

Operational control is bAically a problem-soiving process that can

conveniently be" divided into three-steps. The first step involves the Menti--

fication and analysis of problems, utilizing the project_plan as a guide..

The second step is to develop alternative solutions to carect the problem

and to select the most desirqble solution. The third step is to implement

the solution to the problem, communicate Changes.in Operations to the staff

and affected offices, and,monitor the impact of the corrective action. This

three-step problem-olving or control process, presented in elementary form,

is employed as necessary in the operations phase of a project. Let us look

at this contrql process in more detail.

The project director must always know the status of the work in pro-
.

gre§s, work completed, and work yet to be done. This requires information

about the actual situation. Therefore, to manage the project, the director

must first establish a reporting system to provide him with the information

he needs. In order to establish the reporting system; reporting objectivOs

and-prwedures must be created to furnish,the needed information. The project

ditector.and his staff must decide on the types of reports that are to be

created, when they will be made, th content and format of the reports, and

who will receive them.

Project reports should always,compare the plamned situation to the

actual situation. If the information in a Aport indkcates that there is a

difference between the planned situation.(the "should's") And the actual sit-
-.

uation (the "actual's"), then a deviation exists. Any deviation between the
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should's and 'the actual's is a management problem. Deviations may occulin

either the budget, the schedule, or in performance--sometimes in all three.

Several deviations may exist simultaneously.. The deviations should

be identified and listed in terms of their importance in impeding progress

toward achieving the overall project goal. By ordering them, the project

director establishes-the priority of solving the most serious preblems first.

With the aid of the staff, the project director must fully_in_yestigate

all,aspects of the problem. In'most cases, a deviation occurs becauseft5ere

was some unplanned or unanticipated change. The unplanned change usually

causes an adverse effect to occur: The adverse effect is the deviation iden-

tified. In order to identify the unplanned change, or cause of the deviation,

t

one must first hypothesize causes that attempt to explain the deviation. These

- hypotheses niust then be tested to determine the most likely cause.

Once the cause of the deviation has been determined, dedisibn-making

processes are utilized to select the appropriate course of action to correct

the deviation. From the project management point of view this process con-

sists of specifying the result.or ends that must be achieved, developing 1-

ternative courses of action to achIeve the result or specified ends, and

selecting the most desirable alternative by judgihg various alternatives

against criteria of advantages and disadvantages.

The results to be achieved Should be listed in their.order of necessity.

Some of these ends will be absolutely necessary to restore kroject'movement

While others will only be desirable, The prOject directtor should consider

each of them and list them in a prioritAliorder.

There are usually a number of alternative courses of action that'will

solve a particular problem. As alternatives are created,,the project dIrector
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should reject those which are obviously not feasible. In rejecting still urw-

feasible courses of action, the' project director can more fully concentrate

his efforts upon selecting the best alternative from a smaller set of feasible

alternatives.

The project director should then judge.the performance 'Of each.feasible.

alternative against his list of absolptely necessary ends. The alternative

with the highest score should be the one most capable of.achieving the results

that must be attained. However, even thouih one alternative course of action

,has the highest score, the result of selecting that )articular course of action

may yield,undesirable side.effects. The project direc Or must consider the

undesirable-Consequences of the two7or three most desirab e alternatives be-

fore making his final selection. If any of fhe alternativ s miglit yield

highly undesirable consequences Which also might have 'a high probability of

occurring, it should be reiected. A trade-Off can be made between the relative

gains and losses of each alternative in order to select a filc94 course of

action.

In order to aid the Otoject director in carrying out this decision,

an implementation plan or change memorandum should be prepared. The change

memorandum should specify in detail the action that is to take place. To in-

sure that all the necessary items are included in the Change memoranduM, the

project director'would be well advised to follow the same general thiming

that he utilized ihcating the prbject plan. The)project director then

*informs the project staff of the action that is to take place and of their

responsibilities in carrying out the action and making the change. Top man-

agement must also be-informed of the project problems and of the actions

taken to eliminate them. Thr-Project director should report the changes to
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them. A report to top management should contain a description of the deviation

which exists, the probable cause of the deviation, the two or three alterna-

tive courses of action that havb,been4ey1sed to alleviate the deviation, the

selected course of action, the reasons for the selection of that course of

action and the plan or change memorandum for implementing the'selected course

of action. In executing the action described in the change memorandum, the

projecf manager must make sure that it is car led out.fUlly and efficiently:

In order to insure success, the project-d' tor should verify that the 're-

sponsibilities and diretions given to the staff are underStood and carried

out.

The educational executive can aid the project director in the operations

phaSe by furnishing hiñi with iliformation on the reporting system used by the

school district; helping him to establisir criteria for judging the deviations;

aiding him in identifying.the causd developing ends and alternatives; deter-

"..-

mining consequences of, and implementing the corrections for major deviations

in the Project; lending'the experience and insight he has gained in decision-,

making fan the school system; And giving.enCouragement throughout the operation

qf the project.- .

.

. 4 :
1

't
4 ( .c
;

In suMMary, the process of optrations control is continuous, ecause'

-initial decisi,onS,are'always reevaluated as the project proceeds toward its

When disicrepanciesoccur between plans and,actUalities, the three steps

4 .e

of deviation:identification, dectsibn-making, and-decision implementation are

repeated as"necessary throu0out,thd project.
, . At

P
ro

e.

Terininatioxi PhSe '..

;

The fourth and Anal phase in.-the li.fe cycle of a project is the pro-

I,
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Et.

ject termination, or transition, phase. The basic activities thatpust be

performed in the termination phase.are the creation of the project final

report (if required), the reassignment of facilities and persdnnel within the

school district where appropriate, the storage of records, and the preparation

14::.,a project history report.

In creating the final report, the project manager must make sure that

the report contains all of the elements required by the funding agency. He

must make wre that the report indicates how the- goal and missions of the pro-

ject were.accomplished and that it Includes all other pertinent.supportive

information.

,

IA reassigning personnel, facilities and equipnrit, the project directOr
e

is faced with'two,possible termination- situations. The tw6situations are

project phase-out and project transition. InTroject phase-out, the project
-7--;n

ceases to exist altogether. ln project transition, the project is incorporated

into the local. school setting as an'on-goiAk program, ,

In the case of project phaSe-out, the project director has the responsi-

bility of reassigning the professional, technical, and clerical perSonnel in

his project. If possible, the personiel should be reassigned,to other,finc-

tional units or other projects, so.that their acquired skills are not lost.

If.the school system cannot-absorb the personnel, the project director should

aid his staff ih obtalning work elsewhere.

In phase:out, facildties, furniture, typewriters, dictating equipMent,

and specialized research, equipment must also'be relocated.. If the facilities

and equipment already,belong to the local school district; they can be re

-assigned to the units from which they were borrowed. If, ficbver, the facil-

ities and equipment are owned.by the funding agency, then one of two,things
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can take place. Either the facilities and equipment are returned.to the fund-

ing agency to transfer the facilities and equipment to bther projects,ot func-

tional units within the school district.

For the project undergoing transition into an on-going program, the'

pi.oject director has to perform different activities. More7than likely the

project personnel, equipment and space will stay with the project after it

becomes a program within the school sYstem. If some'of the qther resources

must be reassigned, the project director handles their reassignment in the

same way as he does in a project phase-out sitUation.

If the project is to become a program, the transition phase can be

viewed as a !*,..oject in itself. One. can consider it a start-up project for

implementing a.con4nuing program. The project director must then create"a

plan for the installation of the project into the overall proiram of-the

schoollkystem.

During the operation of the project many reports and records were

created 4nd stored.- The prOject director must decide which records are to be

retained for the school system and the funding agency. He must, therefore,_

create a set of criteria for the retention and storage of the project records.

In most cases the project (Lector also is responsible for creating a

project history. The project history seives as a record of events that occurred

and as a learning device to Avoid Suture errors.in other projects. 'The history

should contain aspects of contract negotiations, the project origin, the ljt-

ing of personnel, causes of significant prOblems, remedial action, notes

the disposition of records, equipment and facilities, and recommendations for

future projects. It can also serve as a report to the public.
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In smokily,' the terminatIon or transition phase of a project is con-.

cerned with the preparation of final reports, the reasOgnment of personnel

and facilities, the storage of records,.and the preparation of a project.

hisotry.

In this phase öf projedr management the educational execUtive cani,aid

the project direceor by reviewing-the filial reports and indicating any dhanges

to be made, helping to transfer personnel arld-other resOurces within the

school district,-helping with negotiations with the contracting agency,

ing in the development of criteria for deciding whaf records are to lr re

taifted, and indicating what elements should be included in the project history

report, so that it can be utilized as a learning devicesfor future projects.

Project Support,

By fat the most important activity that the educational executive can

'perform for a project is.to4provide a personal commitment to the'project

throughout its'several phases. You, as the top educational executive,.have

accepted the responsibilitY for the project and have a vested interest in

its success.

The executive must communicate the need for, and the importance of,

theTroject to the functionhl departments. This camunication will hoppfUlly

cause the functional departments to more fully understand, and cooperal with,

the project. If t:his method does not yield the needed results, the elecutive

has 'io take the initiative'fo motivate the functional departments by other

means.

Studies .show'that the projects that did not receive help,of this kind

from top executives were less successful than those that did receive thls help.
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Gaining the necessary cdoperation will enable the project:to.accomplish its

goals within time, cost, rformance standards.

&imam_

\\
The four phdes of the project management process arePlanning, pre-

/

paration, operations and termination. Project planning is a process focusing

upon etablishing a set of initial decisions regarding projeCt performance,

schedule and budget. Preparation is a process of identifying and-implementing

activities which should be carried out prior to the initiation of the project.

Operations is a process which is concerned with the actual conduct, operation

and control of the project. Termination is a process concerned with-the phas-

ing out Or shutting down of pro)ect operations. Within each of these phase's .

many sub-tasks have to be carried out. Ae educational 'executive can_make
N

significant contributions to each of these phases and thus, play a critical

role in the success of the project goal.

TuAn the page and Aead the dinection4
OA the Oiscuz4ion Question4.
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. Lesson 3--The Life Cycle of a Project

Disqua.On--Q-u-estions

3,14

Dikections: Given beeow aite *a se/ties o6 discussivn questions. They
may be used in any O6 the 0/Owing ways. It .i.45 suggested that You
-attow appkoximatety 10 minutes tiok each queAtion.

1. The Atudent wokhing independentty is to contemptate the
dizeuszion.queotion4 and otite:dawn an outtine oti 1th e /Imam.

A gkoup o tudents who have completed the leAson Ahould
seeeet a discussion &advt./ discuss the questions', and tky
to obtain eoncensus oti opinion on the que&tions.

3. A &advt and gtoup oti ztudent6 Wet compteting the tesson,
- wLe putsue the discussion topics attempting to obt4in con-
Aensuz o6 opinion on the'quationA.

p.

1... Should the project,manager or director be involved in all phases of
the project -management effort or just in the last thre phases of
preparation, operational control, and termination? WIly or why not?

.2. Flow does the degree of effort pent -in project planning phase relate
to the success of the remaining phases? Should broad to detailed
plans be made.in the planning phase?

. What kind of training would be needed by educational,executives,
beyond that presented in this lesson, if they are to become more
knowledgeable about the several phases of project mariagement?

4. What should be the qualifications of a project manager? Should he
know both the several phases of project operations and the substance
of the project or should he be knowledgeable about either phases or
substance but not bah.

VikectionA: Atitek you ,have tiinizhed

-conAidenation o6 the quation4 above,
ptecoe pAn the page cod comptete the
Lesson Qua-Uty Contitot FOAM."
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Lesson Quality Control Form

3.19

ainections: Maze ti-tke timoto cake6utly answeA. the, 6oult quationz given
betow. Yowl anztvous oovide vatuabte iit6okmation 6olt the kevision and.
impkovement o6 thiAs fesson. Feee 61tee to mite additionat comments 0A
,lecommendations on the back o6 this 60AM. YOUA kapon4e4 Wig be kept
stfuitt,ey conWchtia. Pfease wtite the tast 6ouit digits o you& Sociat
.Sveutuity numbeA on the fine beiow 60 that the page6 can be identi6ied in
the cvent they become sepaAated

Thank you 6o4 youA aoói4stance.

1. Indicate your overall impression of the quality of.ithis lesson.

,IP"..
Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor

2. What do you feel is the most positive aspect of this lesson?

3. What do you feel is the most negative aspect of this lvsson?
o'

4. What would you suggest to improve this lesson?

. 01 Tuityt the. pdge and -p/toceed

A
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Termination Instructions

3.20

Upon comptetion o6 the Lea-son Quatity Conttot Fptm you ate to:
S-

Teak out and Atapte the pages o6 the Lesson Ouatity Conttot FOAM.
Ptace the 6okm in the'Apeciat envelope ptovided.
Ma7Tthe envetope to Resealich OA Bette& Schoots, Inc., Suite,1100,
17TUMmkket Stteet, Phitadetphia, Pennsytvasnia 19103.

This tesson on the tie cycle q it ptoject LA now epmpteted, Lesson

4 entitted "Secuting Mote Inlimmation" i4 the next tesson in the
Aequence; you ate.advLAed to tocaTe the -Oman booklet and tead
the inttoductoky. pages.

4

c,

192
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Lesson 4--Securing More 14i-ovation

-- Introduction to Lesson

4.1

This lesson contains the following items. Mhke-sure that.each
item is present before starting to work through the lesson.

Page

A. Booklet for Execlitive Orientation

Overview and objectives 4.2
Lesson abstract and content outline 4 3
Lesson text 4.6
Discussion questions 4 10
Lesson Quality Control,Form 4 11

B. Set bf Color.Slides entitled Module 1--Executive Orientation,
lAsson Wre Informatión."

C. Cassette Tape entitled "Module 1-,,Executive Orientation, Lesson 4-7-
Securing Mbre Information."

EQUIPMENT NEEDED. The following equipment will be required for this
lesson and you are advised to arrange for their use:

' cassette tape recorder
carousel slide projector
projection screen

TIME REQUIRED. The tape-slide presentation runs approximately 7 minutes.
The total time needed to complete the lesson depends upon the amountiof
time spe on the questions provided at the end of the lessons. It is
-suggestel that you allow approximately. 10 mindtes for each questibn. Also,
an additi nal 15 minutes may be required to read and complete the other
parts of te lesson.

!op

Tuhn the page and /Lead the Ovetvieur
and phjective4.

0.

4P-
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_ Lesson 4--Securing-Mbre InformaTion

Overview 'and Objectives

-OVERVIEW

Previous lessons in this,modmle have prov.ided information on

projects, their relationship to-the .school system, general functions

Of thanagement and the specific Ilture of project management'.. The aim

of this lesson is to aid the educational executive in securing more

- ,

information about t4 topics covered in the previous lessons.

The jesson should proviae an effective met4od for securing addi-

tional informatan. It indicate's the sources where information and

help is available for assistance in project management.The lesson.

also indicates that information and help should be specified in detail

when securing it.
1

OBJECTIVES ,

No.

As a consequenco of participating in this le-50n, the following
I

-objectives should be reached.

1. The student should be able to utilize the method of specify-

-ing questions of intert before attempting to secure information.

2. The studvnt shoUld be able to slate the locations where infor-

mation and help is available'for assistance in project management.

16

TuAn the page and Aead the Le4.6on
AbistActet and Content Outtine.

',
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Lesson Abstract and Content Outline

ABSTRACI

To secure information on project managemeni the educational

executive should first discern the'questions that he needs to have

4.3

answered. Once the questions have been posed,Cthe executive can then

seek out 'tfie Information from the several different sources identified.

_In.requesting information and help from the sources he should Specify

what he -needs.

CONTINT OUTLINE

A. It is'necessary to specify the nature ahd purpose of desired infor-

mation before seeking out sources. .

B. Typical questions raised with regard to utilization of project man-

agement y administrators are usually concerned with the following

areas:

1

, 1. Need for specialized skills

2. Training tequirements

3. Useful references

4. Research 'available.

.5: Applications in education

6. Implementation procedures

C. Specific sources of information for project management can be obtained

from the following:

1. Annotate&bibliography as indicated in lesson

2. Agencies and institutions

a. Fat West ttegional Educational Laboratory

b. Research f'or Better,Schools, Ind.

:
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Center for Advanced Study of Educational AdMinistratiOn

d. University Council' on Edtkatiollal Administration

e. National Acade* for School Executives

f \Educational Program Management Center

g. Project Management Institute

ERIC sys em

4. JOurnals a d-professional publications

5. Educational roject Management Instructional System--Basic
Principles an Techniques Module

6. Colleges and un versities

7. State education a ncies

8. Ariferican ManagementAssociation

1

D. It is important to, specify requests and,questions in seeking infor-
,mation.

1. It saves time.

2. It helps to Obtein'the desi ed information.

1:-"`

1

ci

Ttomi tke lodge ,pstnd pitoceed

\
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Instructions..

Set up the: tecoAdet, ptojectot, and suceen.

4 . 5

Ptace the catouset sitde :ttay'6ot this:tesson onto the*ptojectot
and advance the tkay .ro the stanto6 Executive OnientationLessan

Ptace the cassette tape OA th.x lessoninto the tecoAdet and
Aewirid to the tewind stop.-

,),

Statt the kecotdet and advance the Stides with the "change Vote."

4,

1h,p.
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`

' Introduction

The overall objective,of this module ha§ been to provide yowwith an

orientation to the project management toncept and its potentialfor use.in

'A

t,esson 4--Securing More. Infonaticn

Lesson Text 7*-

4.. 6

local school district settings. No attempt was made to provide you with a

complete set of skills. Instead the package is designedto provide perspec-
.

4
tivt rather than tog give you a prescriptOn. You mrght well now ask: Where

can I go to get more information about project management? -Who can give me- ft

help? What agencies might be Of value?

Before presenting some possible sources of additional information,

is nece4pary to focus your attention on the type of information you want and

why you want it: For example, do you want t® know about pioject planning spec-
,

ifically,-or do jrou want to know about organizational theory in general? Listed

belOw are some of the specific questions that have commonly been asked by

oiice they have beeh introdUCed-iO-ifle-PrOjeci-man---

,agement concept. '

o Do I need to employ specialized personnel, or can my present staff
develop the necessary skills?

o What; and how.much, training in specific project management'skills
is needed by personnel who desire to employ the technique?

o What are some good reference texts and handbooks I can read on this
topic or-put in the district's professional library?

o What research has been done on the role and value of project man-
agement, and.what have been the results? .

o What school districts like mine have applied the concept, and what
success havethey had?

o Haw do I go about implementing the concept inliy school district?

Ptrhaps ypu have asked one or more of t4e above quPstions.

1 09

J
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poSsible to fully answer such questions in this lesson, since,some; of the

4.7

answers are just not available in detail andothers are too long and compleX

to-include. However, possible sources of information regarding these and other
1

similar questions are listed in the EPMIS Module Manual accompanying this note,-

AN
book. Other souTces are dessibed below.

Information Sources e

If you desire to Tead more about project management or have additional
,

reference documents, an annotated bibliography has been inCluded as art of

the accompanying EPMIS Module Manual. Mhny professional education and'manage-

ment journals contain articles reporting on aspects of project management.

Among the more popular journals known to have articles are:

o Phi Delta Kappan

o School Management

o Educational-Administration quarterly

o Management Science

One good source of research informatidh is ERIC ReSearch in Education

issued by the U. S. Office of Education. This report lists research papers,

position papers, final project reports, and descriptions of new projects.

Entries'in the ERIC Research in Education issues are categorized by project,

author and subjett in order to,help you locate possible items of value.

There are many agencies and offices which can provide assistance. Some .

are identified below. Specific addresses for the several\agendies.noted are

included as part of this manual.

Research for Better Schools, Inc., a regional education laboratory
,

, located in Philadelphia, through their Administering for Change Progriam,,is

/
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engaged in a major effort to design and develop individualized/self-study

materials which will assist local school districts to improve their knbwledge

and skills in educatiOnal project management. The EPMIS materials are a

Significant part of this developmental effort.

The University Council on Educational Administration at The Ohio State

University, a consortium of many large and small colleges focuses some of

its efforts on management applications ih education.
.

The National Academy for School Executives, located in 'Washington, D.C.,

provides training; reference materials and copsUltive services.

The Educational Program Management Center at the Ohio State University

specializes in the application of project management,concepts to education.

This center offers consultive services and conducts training courses and re-

search.

The Project Management lnstitute, a non-profit organization located

in Philadelphia, waS. founded in 1969'as. a vehicle for promoting interest,..-in,

and research on, the pfoject management concept.

If training in the basic principles and techniRues of project manage-

ment is desired, such,instructional materials can be obtained from Research.
S.

for Better Schools, the same source from which you obtained EPMIS Executive
11

Orientation. .

Many cOileges and universities offer training through regular and short-
.

term courses in Business Administration, Educational Administration, and In-

dustrial Engineeripg departments, as, well as consulti,ve services and basic

, r6ference materials.
.1

Many state departments of education, through their offices of research,

planning and evaluation, can often provide knowledge and consultive help.

-1-41
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The Amprican Management Association and similar professional grouSI

offer books and rOated materials on general management. Short courses are

otfered frequently at convenient 'locations around the country.

Private consulting firms in both Tolucation and' business can provide

assistance 'in the areas of skill development, knowledge, and-technical assisA,

tance.

,

SuMMary
// 4

X,

There are many available sources from which to \3ecure additional in-

formation about project management. The seaich for such information requires,
s

however, that you specify the information you are seeking or the question you

want answered, and that you try several sources,.since one source is not

likely to have all the Answers.

111
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I-MAX the page-dhd nead the
ditections 00t the discussion
questions.
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Discu-sion Quelstions

es

4.10

4.

Ditection6: Given betow ate a Aetia o di6cu44ior, question4. They
may b'e used in any o4 the Ottowing-ways. It is suggested that you
attow apptoximatety tO minute4 6ot each que6tion.

1. The Atuden,t wonking independentty -Ls tecontemptate Bte
discuszion quebtionz and wtite down an outtine oithe anwet.

2. A gtoup oti ztudent6 who have cOmpteted the: teoon shoutd
Aetect a dizeu4sion teade4, ,discuss the quotion4, and tty
to obtain concensus o4 opinion on the quation.
-

3. IA teadet and gh.oup o4 4tudent4 Wen,compteting the te44on,
witt putwe the di4cuAsion topicA attempting to obtain con-
sen4u6 o4 opinion on the questions.

1. What.are some of the'questions about project management that you
might seek information to answer?

'2. If you have decided that a project management capability is needed
in your school system; what do you think are the first steps to

T establish the capability?

. What-are the pros and cons of contracting with an outside agency
= to establish a project management capability in a schOol system?

,,

I.

Dinection4: Alitet you have 4inished
conzidetation'o6 the quebtion4 above,
pteao.e tunn the page and comptete the
Le44on Quatity Contnot FOA.M.
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aitt e ctio s : Hulse tak e time to caite6tifty answeJt the_ 6oun. qugstioro give n
be.eow. VOW( answeAs wax_ pito vide walla() te .i.n6oitmation 6 on tie ic_evon and

n.o v e me nt o 6 this fj,560,1. Feet 6n ee to avcite additiona comments. on.
40 c omme ndations on h (1' back o 6 th.a 6 won. Yaw/. kespon4e)s wilt be kept

ti co ntiae . Pe ea s e wkite the tazt 6o ait o 6 4o IA socA:ca
sc numbei«m the fine_ bet ow AO -that -the pages can be identi6ied in
the el)cnt 1 he tj become o epaiutte.d

i

,Thank' you noni pun aotance.

1. Indicate your oreral4 bupressioa' of the quality of this lesson.

Lxcçl 1 en t [1 Very Good Li .Good Fair

2 . What do you feel is the Uost positive aspect of this lesson?

3. What dd you feel is the most neptives spect of this lesson?

4. What would you suggest to improve this lesson?

1 4

>,.

Poor

ITwin the page and pkoceed I



McIdule I

Lesson 4

Lesson,4--Securing Mbre Information

Termination Instructions

Upon completion o6 the Lefroon Quatity.tonttot Fool wu ate .tok

Teat out and Atapte the page4 o6 the Le&son Quality Ontnot FOAM.
Mee the,6onm in the Apecial envelope pnovided,
Mail Pie envetope to Rebeatch 6ot Bettet SchaR4, Inc.c Suite-1700,

TIM Matket Stteet, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103. .

T1ti6 te&son on Aecuti_ng mote in6mmation i4 now completed. It is

laot Ze&son in Module 1--Executive Nientation o6 the Educational

Pkoject Management InstAuctional System. Veaoe tutn to page 15

06 the Module Manual and complete the Module°1 PoSt-Te4t.

I

r


